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Summary
Adaptive antenna array technology will undoubtedly form a vital part of third gener­
ation cellular systems owing to not only confining the radiated energy associated with 
a mobile to a small volume on the downlink but also reducing the interference due to 
cochannel users on the uplink. The objective of this thesis is to develop signal enhance­
ment schemes for adaptive antenna arrays for the purpose of enhancing the quality and 
capacity of direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems.
Firstly, The signal enhancement scheme using a real symmetric array covariance matrix 
(RSACM) method was proposed. This proposed scheme is composed of a unitary and 
persymmetric transformation methods. A real symmetric array covariance matrix has 
the same Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix structure that is produced by almost total noise­
less data sequence. The second proposed signal enhancement scheme consists of the 
rotation of signal subspace (RSS) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods. 
This proposed scheme improved the system performance by reducing the interference- 
plus-noise effect from the complex array covariance matrix of the pre-correlation re­
ceived signal vector. The third proposed signal enhancement scheme is a modified 
linear signal estimator (MLSE) which involves the rank N  approximation by reducing 
total noise eigenvalues (RANE) and TMA methods. The aim of this proposed scheme 
is to improve the system performance by effectively reducing the interference-plus-noise 
eflfect from the post-correlation received signal.
Secondly, the computational complexity and the performance for all proposed signal 
enhancement schemes in this thesis are investigated and compared. The signal en­
hancement scheme using the RSS-t-TMA and MLSE methods was also proposed for a 
multi-rate and multicell DS-CDMA systems. The relative other-cell interference factor 
was analysed for a multicell condition.
Finally, the performance of all proposed signal enhancement schemes is shown to be 
much better than that of no signal enhancement method under a single cell, multicell, 
single rate, and multirate conditions.
Key words; Adaptive Antenna Arrays, DS-CDMA systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 W ireless Com m unications
Following the pioneering work of Hertz, the experiments of Marconi at the end of the 
19th century demonstrated the feasibility that radio communications could take place 
between transceivers that were mobile and far apart. Thereafter, telegraphic and voice 
communications were not inherently limited to users’ equipment tethered by wires. 
Instead, a freedom to roam and yet still communicate was possible. However, only 
relatively few individuals were to enjoy this type of communication during the next 
several decades.
Morse-coded on-off keying was mainly used for mobile radio communications until the 
1920s. It was not until 1928 that the first land mobile radio system for broadcasting 
voice to police vehicles was deployed. In 1933 a two-way mobile radio voice system 
was introduced by the Bayonne New Jersey Police Department. The early mobile radio 
transceivers were by today’s standards, very simple, noisy, bulky and heavy. They used 
power-hungry valves and operated in the lower frequency part of the VHF band, and 
had a range of some ten miles [1].
The military embraced mobile communication in order to effectively deploy their forces
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in battle. Vital mobile services, such as those of the police, ambulance, fire station, 
marine, aviation and so forth, also introduced mobile communications to facilitate their 
operations. Early mobile radio communications were of poor quality. This was due to 
radio propagation characteristics which resulted in the received signal being composed 
of many versions of the transmitted signal, each with different time delays, amplitudes 
and phases. The vector sum of these signals gave a received envelope with temporal 
and spatial variations. As the mobile station travelled, the received signal level often 
experienced large and rapid variations that caused considerable speech degradation. Of 
course, these propagation characteristics still exist today, but they had to be combatted 
then by a technology that was in a primitive evolutionary state.
The bandwidth that could be utilised by existing technology has always been a scarce 
commodity in radio communications. The long and medium wave bands were used for 
broadcasting, while the low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) bands were soon 
occupied with world wide communication services. The technology was inappropriate 
for good quality mobile communications in the very high frequency (VHF) and ultra 
high frequency (UHF) bands. The concept of frequency reuse was appreciated, but not 
its application to high user density mobile communications. Thus, for many years the 
quality of mobile communications was significantly worse than for wire communications 
as the technology was inadequate, and the operators were unable to utilise bandwidth 
in the higher frequency bands.
While fixed commercial analogue telephone networks were evolving into digital networks 
(thanks to the invention of low power, miniscule size, microelectronic devices) the mo­
bile radio scene was also slowly altering. Private land mobile (PLM) radio systems 
came into use, catering for special groups, rather than the general public. Although 
Bell Laboratories conceived cellular radio in 1947, their parent company did not start 
to deploy a cellular network until 1979 [2] [3]. The long gestation period was due to the 
waiting for necessary developments in technology and for regulatory permission to use
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the spectrum in this way. It was not until the arrival of custom designed integrated cir­
cuits, microprocessors, frequency synthesizers, high capacity fast switches, and so forth, 
that a cellular radio network could be realised. The 1980s witnessed the introduction of 
a number of analogue cellular radio systems, often known as public land mobile radio 
(PLMR) networks. Operating in the UHF band, they represented a step-change in the 
complexity of civil communication systems. They enabled mobile users to have tele­
phone conversions while on the move with any other users who were connected to the 
public switched telephone networks (PSTNs) or the integrated service digital networks 
(ISDNs). In the 1990s another leap forward in mobile communications was witnessed 
with the deployment of digital cellular networks and digital cordless telecommunication 
systems. These second-generation mobile radio systems provided a range of services in 
addition to telephony, such as data and short-message, as well as email services. Early 
in the new millennium the third-generation networks will be launched, which are based 
on the so-called code division multiple access (CDMA) principle, delivering a whole 
host of further attractive services, including high-speed data transmission at rates up 
to 2 Mbits/s and also videotelephony [4] [5].
1.1.1 D irect Sequence (D S) Spread Spectrum
The continuous growth in traffic volume and the emergence of new services have begun 
to change the structure of wireless networks. Future mobile communications systems 
will be characterized by high throughput, integration of services, and flexibility. The 
high capacity required to support these characteristics can be obtained by using the 
spectrum as efficiently as possible and by flexibility in radio resource management. 
Spread spectrum CDMA approaches have been proposed for a variety of digital cel­
lular mobile and wireless personal communications systems. Cellular CDMA systems 
offer the potential of high spectrum efficiency. This capacity advantage, together with 
other features such as soft capacity (or graceful degradation), multipath resistance, in­
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Figure 1.1: The baseband model of a DS-CDMA transceiver.
herent frequency diversity and interference rejection, and the potential use of advanced 
antenna and receiver structures, have contributed to growing interest in this technology 
for second- and especially third-generation cellular mobile systems.
A spread spectrum CDMA scheme is one in which the transmitted signal is spread over 
a wide frequency band, much wider than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit 
the information [6] [7]. It employs a waveform that for all purposes appears random 
to anyone but the intended receiver of the transmitter waveform. Actually, for ease of 
both generation and synchronization by the receiver, the waveform is pseudorandom, 
meaning that it can be generated by mathematically precise rules, but statistically 
it nearly satisfies the requirements of a truly random sequence. In spread spectrum 
CDMA all users use the same bandwidth, but each transmitter is assigned a distinct 
code.
A block diagram of the baseband model of a direct sequence (DS) CDMA modulator 
and demodulator is shown in Figure 1.1. Spreading consists of multiplying the input 
data by a pseudonoise (PN) sequence, the bit rate of which is much higher than the 
data bit rate. This increases the data rate while adding redundancy to the system. 
The ratio of the PN sequence bit rate to the data bit rate is called the spreading
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factor (SF). The resulting waveform is wideband, noiselike, and balanced in phase, 
and has a flexible timing structure. When the signal is received, the spreading is 
removed from the desired signal by multiplying with the same PN code that is exactly 
synchronized to the received PN code. When the PN code is applied to the interference 
generated by other user’ signals in the receiver, there is no despreading. That is, each 
spread spectrum signal should behave as if it were uncorrelated with every other spread 
signal using the same band. Therefore, CDMA codes are designed to have very low 
cross-correlation. Orthogonal non-PN spreading codes with zero-correlation have been 
employed to improve the bandwidth efficiency of cellular CDMA systems.
The trend with DS-CDMA is towards much higher chipping rates than those originally 
proposed in the North American IS95 standard which uses 1.25 Mchips/second car­
rier frequency, 800MHz frequency band, FDMA/CDMA multiple access, BPSK/QPSK 
modulation type, 1/2 rate (forward linlc) and 1/3 rate (reverse link) convolutional cod­
ing, and QCELP (Qualcomm Code Excited Linear Predictive Coding) speech coding [8] 
[9] [10]. These higher chipping rates of its order of 3.84 Mchips/second offer a better op­
portunity for diversity processing, lower signal strength variations and improved power 
control. Another key advantage of DS-CDMA is the exploitation of soft handover. The 
degree of soft handover provision is an important aspect in network planning, and while 
it can significantly improve performance, it also places a greater strain on the infras­
tructure. DS-CDMA also has the ability to support multiple variable bit rate sources 
in a flexible way, and this is very desirable in future multimedia networks. This is one 
area where DS-CDMA has an advantage over its competitors.
1.1.2 A daptive A ntenna Arrays
The core objectives of both the International Mobile Telecommunications 2000 (IMT- 
2000) and the European Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 2000 (UMTS) 
systems [11] [12] is to take the “personal communications user” into a new information
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society where mass low-cost telecommunications services will be provided. In order to 
be universally accepted, these new networks will have to offer mobile access to voice, 
data and multimedia facihties in an extensive range of operational environments, as well 
as economically supporting service provision in environments conventionally served by 
other wired systems. It is against these forecasts that existing mobile communication 
systems will require radical reformation in order to meet the UMTS/IMT-2000 goals.
Currently favoured proposals include improved air interface and modulation schemes, 
deployment of smaller radio cells with a combination of different cell types in hierar­
chical architectures, and advanced signal processing. However, none of these schemes 
fully exploits the multiplicity of spatial channels that arises because each mobile user 
occupies a unique spatial location.
Filtering in the space domain can separate spectrally and temporally overlapping signals 
from multiple mobile units, and hence the spatial dimension can be exploited as a hybrid 
multiple access technique complementing FDMA, TDMA and CDMA. This approach 
is usually referred to either as Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) [13] [14] [15], 
which enables multiple several users within the same radio cell to be accommodated 
on the same frequency and time slot, or Spatial Filtering for Interference Reduction 
(SFIR), which reduces the overall interference and allows smaller cell repeat patterns.
By exploiting the spatial domain via an adaptive antenna array, the operational benefits 
to the network operation can be summarised as follows [16] :
•  Capacity enhancement;
•  Coverage extension (smart link budget balancing, power reduction, longer battery 
life);
•  Ability to support value added services (e.g. high data rates, user location, etc); I
i
•  Increased immunity to the “near-far” and handover problems; |
• Ability to support hierarchical cell structures.
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Adaptive antenna arrays will undoubtedly form a vital part of third generation cellular 
systems. Adaptive antenna array technology offers a number of tangible advantages. 
For example, on the downlink, the system can confine the radiated energy associated 
with a mobile to a small volume, thus limiting interference and increasing capacity. 
Also, on the uplink, the system can null out interfering signals to further increase 
performance. The integration of adaptive antenna arrays with DS-CDMA systems 
offers a powerful solution to the problems of wireless multimedia.
Optimum combining and adaptive signal processing with antenna arrays at the base 
station can be used to improve system coverage, base station capacity, and Hnk quality 
for moderate to large-sized cells. With antenna arrays, the base station can reduce or 
suppress the interference due to cochannel users (either from adjacent cells or within the 
same cell), and through spatial diversity and beamforming gain, it provides increased 
desired signal level. This improvement that antenna arrays bring can be traded off 
in a number of ways. For example, when a network is first deployed, capacity is not 
an issue (especially in rural areas). As the system matures, more and more users will 
request wireless services and the need for more capacity develops. In this later stage, 
the gain due to spatial processing with antenna arrays can facilitate a denser use of the 
available bandwidth and expect an increase in system capacity. In the early stages of 
system deployment, service providers strive to minimize the initial deployment cost by 
covering a given service area with the least number of base stations. The gain provided 
by spatial processing with antenna arrays can be used to help meet this coverage goal. 
This gain can also be used to improve signal quality itself, which leads to low outage 
probability, better voice quality, and the ability to support higher data rates for wireless 
data services. Other possible benefits of spatial processing with antenna arrays include 
the ability to reduce the loss in performance when low power terminals co-exist with 
high power terminals.
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1.2 Thesis overview
This thesis focuses on the signal enhancement scheme for an adaptive antenna array 
in DS-CDMA systems. The signal enhancement scheme attempts to improve the per­
formance of an adaptive antenna array when the received signals are corrupted by the 
interference-plus-noise component, which is the total noise. The aim of the signal en­
hancement scheme is to minimise the negative effects of the total noise component on 
the adaptive antenna array performance. The signal enhancement scheme has been 
studied within several other fields of signal processing for many years.
In the speech communication field, speech signal enhancement scheme has been a chal­
lenge for many researchers for almost four decades. The goal of speech signal enhance­
ment scheme is to improve the performance of speech communication systems in noisy 
environments. The problem has been discussed in detail in [17] and in a series of tutorial 
papers [18] [19] [20]. The need for enhancing speech signals arises in many situations in 
which the speech either originates from some noisy location or is affected by the noise 
over the channel or at the receiving end. Hence, speech signal enhancement scheme is 
the problem of enhancing a given sample function of noisy speech signal, as well as the 
problem of enhancing the performance of speech coding and recognition systems whose 
input signal is noisy.
In the array signal processing field, several methods based on the signal enhancement 
scheme which has been introduced by Cadzow [21] [22], are proposed for solving the 
direction of arrival estimation problem of multiple signals incident on a uniform array. 
This scheme has been introduced as a general solution of the signal processing problem 
of interest. Typically, the array covariance matrix obtained from the second order 
statistics of the snapshot vector has certain special theoretical properties which provide 
an important basis for the application of this technique.
In DS-CDMA systems, each user’s transmissions causes multiple access interference
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(MAI) with all other users. The multiple-access interference (MAI) is an interference 
generated by the other users within the cell and in the neighboring cells and results from 
non-perfect separation of the users in the despreading process. MAI leads to degrada­
tion of the reverse link performance in DS-CDMA systems. The signal enhancement 
scheme for an adaptive antenna array is applied at the received array covariance matrix 
Rzæ or at the post-correlation signal vector y to decrease the MAI component. Thus 
a signal enhancement processing problem is concerned with the task of recovering a 
desired signal component from a total noise-contaminated signal component.
In this introductory chapter, we have defined the problem addressed by this thesis and 
demonstrated the need for efi&cient signal enhancement scheme for an adaptive antenna 
array. We have also outlined the key contributions of this thesis.
The key contribution of chapter 2 is to describe two fading channel models, which 
are Rayleigh fading and Nalcagami fading channel models, for evaluation the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme for an adaptive antenna array later. We have also analyzed 
and compared the performance of widespread and efficient adaptive antenna array 
algorithms for a DS-CDMA system.
Chapter 3 develops the signal enhancement scheme using a real symmetric array co- 
variance matrix (RSACM) for Wiener MRC method-based adaptive antenna arrays in 
a DS-CDMA system. A real symmetric array covariance matrix has the same Toeplitz 
and Hankel matrix structure which is exhibited by almost total noiseless data sequence. 
A real symmetric array covariance matrix is estimated from a complex array covariance 
matrix by a unitary and persymmetric transformation methods.
In chapter 4, an efficient signal enhancement scheme using the rotation of signal sub­
space (RSS) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods to enhance the per­
formance of an adaptive antenna array in a DS-CDMA system is proposed. The key 
idea of the RSS method is to find a transformation matrix in order to recover the 
desired complex array covariance matrix from a sampled complex array covariance ma-
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trix which is contaminated by an interference-plus-noise component, which is the total 
noise. The TMA method also changes the output matrix of the RSS method into a 
matrix that is the theoretical properties of a total noise-free signal.
Chapter 5 presents an efficient signal enhancement scheme using a modified linear 
signal estimator (MLSE). The modified linear signal estimator is composed of a rank N  
approximation by the reducing total noise eigenvalues method (RANE), ToepUtz matrix 
approximation (TMA) method, and the linear signal estimator (LSE) method. Modified 
linear signal estimation is performed by not only reducing a total noise component from 
the signal-plus-total noise subspace using RANE, but also by having the theoretical 
properties of a total noise-free signal using TMA.
Chapter 6 presents a comparison of the computational complexity and the perfor­
mance for all proposed signal enhancement schemes in this thesis under Nakagami 
fading channel conditions. The signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and 
MLSE methods is proposed for the multirate or multicell environment. The relative 
other-cell interference factor is also studied to analyse the performance of the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods in a multicell 
environment.
Finally, conclusions are presented and some future directions related to the work pre­
sented in this thesis are defined.
1.3 Contributions o f this thesis
The research described in this thesis consisted of development of new proposed schemes, 
theoretical analysis, and verification by computer simulations. The key contributions 
of this research are:
• Three signal enhancement schemes for an adaptive antenna array in a DS-CDMA 
system:
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— Signal enhancement scheme using a real symmetric array covariance matrix 
(RSACM) with Toeplitz and Hankel matrix structure.
— Signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods
— Signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method
— Comparison analysis of computational complexity and performance for the 
above proposed schemes in single rate and single cell environments.
• Extended analysis of the proposed signal enhancement scheme combining the 
RSS+TMA and MLSE methods in a multirate and multicell environments.
Large parts of the presented material have been pubhshed in journal papers and letters. 
Some of the material has been submitted but not yet accepted. A list of the published 
and submitted work that the thesis is based on is given below.
•  Chapter 3
— Kyungseok Kim and Simon R. Saunders, “New Adaptive Beamforming al­
gorithm employing Forward/Backward Averaging and Signal Enhancement 
schemes”, IEEE Communication Letters, vol.5, no.3, pp98-100, March 2001.
— Kyungseok Kim and Simon R. Saunders, “A Novel Adaptive Antenna Array 
using a real symmetric array covariance matrix” , Electron. Letters, vol.37, 
no.7, pp405-406, March 2001.
• Chapter 4
— Kyungseok Kim and Simon R. Saunders, “A Novel Adaptive Antenna Array 
using the Rotation of Signal Subspace and Toeplitz Matrix Approximation 
schemes” , submitted to lEE Proceedings, Communications.
• Chapter 5
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— Kyungseok Kim and Simon R. Saunders, “Efficient Signal Enhancement 
scheme for Adaptive Antenna Array in Nakagami multipath fading with 
Power Control Error”, accepted by lEICE Transaction Communications.
— Kyungseok Kim and Simon R. Saunders, “Efiicient Signal Enhancement 
scheme for Adaptive Antenna Array in a Rayleigh Fading and Multicell” , 
submitted to IEEE Transaction on Communications.
Chapter 2
A review of adaptive antenna 
array algorithms for CDM A  
system s
2.1 A bstract
Two fading channel models are investigated here, i.e., Rayleigh and Nalcagami fading 
channel models, some of which will be used as the simulation channel model for perfor­
mance comparison of the proposed signal enhancement scheme for an adaptive antenna 
array in later chapters. The performance of widespread and efficient adaptive antenna 
array algorithms for a DS-CDMA system were also analysed and compared.
2.2 Channel M odels for M obile Com m unications
The transmitted signal interacts with various physical objects before reaching the base 
station. These objects include buildings, hills, streets, trees, and moving vehicles. The 
collection of objects in any given physical region describes the propagation environment.
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Figure 2.1: The fading signal.
A good understanding of the wireless propagation channel is very important in designing 
effective techniques for signal reception and transmission. Radio wave propagation is a 
very complex phenomenon and cannot be described by a single model.
2.2.1 R adio P ropagation  M odel
Due to the random fluctuations of the various parameters associated with radio fre­
quency (RF) wave propagation, the models are often statistical rather than determinis­
tic. As it propagates through the environment, a radio signal experiences (i) a decrease 
in power level (due to path loss and fading) and (ii) spreading in space, time or fre­
quency (due to multipath and mobility). These two issues will be addressed next.
2.2.1.1 Path Loss and Fading
An important measure in mobile communications is the path loss. It is defined as the 
ratio between the received and transmitted powers. The mean received signal level 
varies with distance d as where n is a parameter in the range of 2-5, depending 
on the type of environment [23]. The more built-up/obstructed the environment, the
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larger the n. n =  2 is realistic only for free-space propagation. Path loss increases not 
only with increasing transmitter-receiver distance d, but also with increasing carrier 
frequency. In addition to path loss, the signal exhibits fluctuations in power level. 
These fluctuations, called fading, are also distance dependent. The two types of fading 
are slow (or long-term, or shadowing) and fast (or short-term).
A  signal experiences slow fading when it is shadowed by obstructions in the environ­
ment such as hills, big buildings, etc. Thus this type of fading is mainly caused by 
terrain conflguration and man-made structures between the transmitter and receiver. 
The envelope of a slow-fading signal is determined statistically by the local mean of 
the fast-fading signal, i.e., the average signal level for distances equivalent to few tens 
of wavelengths. The received local mean power fluctuates as a log-normal distribu­
tion about the mean of the local power. That is, the local mean power expressed in 
logarithmic values (dB) has a Gaussian distribution. The mean of this distribution is 
distance-dependent, and the standard deviation (SD) is typically in the range of 5-12 
dB, with 8 dB being typical for macrocellular applications [16] [24]. A smaller SD 
indicates higher precision in characterizing the path loss prediction model.
Fast fading is caused by the multiple reflections of the transmitted wave by objects 
around the mobile such as houses, trees, etc. The waves scattered off of these objects 
have different attenuations and phases, and thus may add up constructively or de­
structively, causing fast fluctuations in the signal level. The received signal power may 
change by a few orders of magnitude (e.g., 20-40 dB) within just a few wavelengths. 
When the mobile is completely obstructed from the base station, i.e., there is no direct 
line-of-sight (LOS), then the envelope of the received signal is best modeled statistically 
as Rayleigh distributed, as opposed to Rice distributed when there is a LOS present. 
See Figure 2.1 for a summary of all these fading phenomena.
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Figure 2.2: The propagation mechanisms.
2.2.1.2 M ultipath
The multipath phenomenon is caused by objects {scatterers) lying in the environment 
that a radio signal is propagating in. Multipath causes the spread of signals in time 
and space (and also in frequency if the source is moving), i.e., the received signal 
consists of multiple time-delayed replicas of the transmitted signal, arriving from various 
directions. The cause lies in the three basic mechanisms that govern wave propagation: 
reflection, diffraction, and scattering [23]. Reflection occurs when a propagating wave 
impinges upon an obstruction with dimensions very large compared with its wavelength. 
Reflections occur from the surface of the earth and from buildings and walls. Diffraction 
occurs when the radio path between the transmitter and receiver is obstructed by a 
surface that has sharp irregularities (edges). The secondary waves resulting from the 
obstructing surface are present throughout the space and even behind the obstacle, 
giving rise to a bending of waves around the obstacle, even when a LOS path does not 
exist between transmitter and receiver. Scattering occurs when the medium through 
which the wave travels consists of objects with dimensions that are small compared to
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the wavelength, and where the number of obstacles per unit volume is large. In urban 
environments, such scattering objects are street signs or lamp posts. Scattering causes 
the energy of the wave to be reradiated in many directions. See Figure 2.2 for a sketch 
of these propagation mechanisms.
2.2 .2  C hannel m odels
The challenge facing communications engineering is to develop realistic channel models 
that can efficiently and accurately predict the performance of a wireless system. The 
advent of antenna arrays for both interference cancellation and position location ap­
plications comes the need to better understand the spatial properties of the wireless 
communications channel. A realistic fading channel will have an enormous impact on 
the performance of adaptive antenna array systems [25]; hence, an understanding of 
these properties is paramount to effective system design and evaluation. In this section, 
two realistic cellular channel models are introduced.
2.2.2.1 Rayleigh channel model
The received signal at a mobile will rarely have a direct line-of-sight to a transmitter. 
It is the sum of the signals formed by the transmitted signal scattered by randomly 
placed obstructions imposing different attenuations and phases on the resultant signals. 
This is known as multipath propagation. It is plausible to suppose that the phases of 
the scattered waves are uniformly distributed from 0 to 27t rad and that amplitudes 
and phases are statistically independent from each other. In this subsection, we shall 
determine the statistics of this fading signal.
Consider a carrier signal s at a frequency ujq and with an amplitude a written in its 
exponential form
s = aexp (juot) (2.1)
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Let tti and 6i be the amplitude and the phase of the ith  scattered wave, respectively. 
The resultant signal Sr at the mobile is the sum of the n scattered waves:
Equivalently,
where
However,
Then
where
S r ~ Y l  l3 +  Oi)]i=l
Sr =  rexp [j {uiot + 0i)]
rexp (jd) = ^  fliexp (jOi) 
i=l
rexp (jO) — ^  aiCosOi +  i  ®isin0  ^~  x + jy
i—1 i~l
n n
æ =  ^  aiCos6i and y = aisindi 
i—l i~l
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2 .6)
(2.7)
X =  rcosd (2 .8)
y =  rsin^ (2.9)
Because (1) n is usually very large, (2) the individual amplitudes ai are random, and 
(3) the phases di have a uniform distribution, it can be assumed that (calling on the
central limit theorem again) x  and y are both Gaussian variables with means equal to
zero and variances = Oy = Consequently, their distributions are [1]
p(z) =  - 7==—exp ( — ^TTcr, (2.10)
where z — x or z = y as required. It is shown that x  and y are independent random 
variables, despite being Gaussian with the same standard deviation. Then the joint 
distribution p {x, y) is
p(x,î/)=pW ï-(j/) =  ^ e x p (2.11)
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The distribution p(r, 6) can be written as a function of p{x, y) as follows:
p{r,e) = \ J\p{x,y)
where
J  = dxjdr dxjdd cosO — rsin6>=
dyfdr dy/dB sin^ rcosO
(2.12)
(2.13)
is the Jacobian of the transformation of the random variables x, y into r, 6. Using (2.8) 
and (2.9) in (2.13), we obtain J  = r. Therefore, with (2.11) in (2 .12) we have [1] [16]
r (2.14)
The density p(r) is obtained by averaging p{r, 6) over the range of variation of 0. Hence
r2TTp{r) = /  p(r, 6)dd Jo
; ^ e x p ( - ^ )  r > 0
r  < 0
and a uniform distribution for 9
P{^) = TT 0 < 9  <27tZ7T
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.15) represents the Rayleigh distribution for the signal amplitude.
In mobile radio channels, the Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe the 
statistical time varying nature of the received envelope of a flat fading signal, or the 
envelope of an individual multipath component [1] [26] [27]. The Rayleigh distribution 
is an excellent approximation to measured fading amplitude statistics for mobile fading 
channels in non Line-of-Sight (NLOS) situations. Such channels are Rayleigh fading 
channel or simply Rayleigh channel.
2.2.2.2 Nakagami channel model
The Nakagami fading model is one of the most versatile. The Nakagami fading (re­
distribution) [28] has a generalized distribution that can model different fading envi­
ronments. It has greater flexibility and accuracy in matching some experimental data
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical Rayleigh distribution (cr^  = 1)
than the Rayleigh, log-normal, or Rician distributions [29]. For example, Suzuki [30] 
showed that the Nakagami distribution fits some urban multipath channel data better 
than Rayleigh, Rician, or log-normal distributions. Moreover, in a field test carried 
out by Aulin of models for the digital mobile radio channel [31], it was found that the 
Nakagami distribution gave the best fit to the experimental data [32] [33] [34]. It also 
has the advantage of including the Rayleigh and the one-sided Gaussian distributions 
as special cases. Furthermore, it can be used to model rapid fading conditions that 
are less or more severe than those modeled by the Rayleigh distribution [28] [35]. A 
summary of the Nakagami distribution properties can be found in a review paper by 
Nakagami [28], and a list of references on Nakagami fading can be found in [36].
The desired signal power in a Nakagami fading channel is a gamma distributed random 
variable with probability density function given by
2y^m^2m-l R > 0 (2.17)
where
(2.18)
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Figure 2.4: Nakagami-m desity function 
is the average signal power and
m  = > ivar (i?2) 2 (2.19)
is the Nakagami fading parameter which are the scale and shape parameters of the 
distribution. F (•) is the gamma function and var (•) is the variance. jR is a Nalcagami- 
m random variable with p.d.f in (2.17).
For m =  1 we have a Rayleigh fading channel, and as m  — > oo we have a channel that 
becomes nonfading (as the p.d.f tends to an impulse function). At the other extreme, 
for m =  1/2 we have a one-sided Gaussian fading distribution. With =  1, the p.d.f 
in (2.17) is reduced to a one-parameter distribution so that all of the results can be 
expressed in terms of the single parameter m. Figure 2.4 shows several members of this 
one-parameter family of Nakagami-m distributions.
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2.3 A daptive antenna arrays at the base station
2.3.1 Function  o f an adaptive antenna array
Base station antennas have up till now been omnidirectional or sectored. This can be 
regarded as a “waste” of power as most of it will radiated in other directions than 
toward the user. In addition, the power radiated in other directions will be experi­
enced as interference by other users. The idea of an adaptive antenna array is to use 
base station antenna patterns that are not fixed but which adapt to the current radio 
conditions. This can be visualized as the antenna steering the antenna beam towards 
the communication partner only is a very different algorithm to maximising the signal 
to interference plus noise. Specifically, the aim of the adaptive antenna array receiver 
is purely to provide acceptable error performance and hence maximize the signal to 
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for each user in the system. Therefore, an adap­
tive antenna array will lead to a much more efiicient use of the power and spectrum, 
increasing the useful received power as well as reducing interference.
The front end of the receiver consists of an adaptive antenna array of K  antenna ele­
ments, e.g., sensors, arranged in a specific geometry [37]. We assume that the direction 
of propagation of the received signal is approximately the same at each antenna element. 
Figure 2.5 shows the schematic for a specific array geometry.
2.3.2 R eceiver System  m odel
We will consider a DS-CDMA system employing binary phase-shift-keying (BPSK) in a 
single cell. We assume that a large number of users distributed around the base station 
communicate simultaneously with the base station at the same power level. The Mh 
mobile will generate a binary data sequence (t), with each symbol having a period of 
time Tb seconds. This is multiplied by the user’s PN code Cfc (t), which is a sequence of 
“chips”, each of period The spreading factor (SF) of the code is then T^fTc. Each
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Figure 2.5: 5 antenna element uniform linear array with intersensor spacing d. The angle of 
arrival is 6, c is the speed of light in free space, A is the wavelength, and A t is the difference in 
arrival time of the signal at two consecutive sensors.
chip of the code is an identically, independently distributed (i.d.d ) binary (d=) random 
variable with zero mean.
Assume that there are Ku users randomly distributed around the base station and that 
the receiver is code-locked on every user but does not know the directions-of-arrivals 
(DOAs) of the users. Assume further that the channel parameters vary slowly as 
compared to the duration T{,, so that they are constant over several symbol durations. 
Let Ec,t, Ec,py and K  be the traffic chip energy, the pilot chip energy, and the number 
of antenna elements, respectively.
After down-converting to baseband, we can write the complex baseband output signal 
vector of an array with K  antenna elements at the base station as
Ku
x(^) =  5 3  ak{t)Ske +  n (t) (2.20)
k—l
Sk  — {-\jE c ,tbk  ^ ^  ^ “  Tfe) +  yjEc^pCk^p { t  — Tfc)} (2 .2 1 )
where 0!fc(t), r^, and are the channel gain, the path delay, and the time-varying 
phase shift of the fcth user. Ky, is the number of users and bk{') is the bit of duration
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of the adaptive beamformer-CDMA receiver structure.
Tb- Ck,t{t) is the unique PN code of the user’s traffic signal as c& (•) and Ck,p{t) is 
the unique PN code of user’s pilot signal as Ck (•) W^. and are the 0th and 1st 
dimensional Walsh codes, respectively, a {Ok) is the array response vector of the fcth 
user, thus
(2 .22)a (% )=  1,
where j  — and (•) denotes the transpose operation, d is the distance between
antenna elements, A is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, K  is the number 
of antenna elements, and Ok is the Directions-of-Arrival (DOA) of the fcth user with 
respect to the base station. The noise component n (f) is an additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean
F;{n (ti) ((2)} =  (^ 1 -  t2) (2.23)
where is the noise variance per antenna element and {-)^ denotes the Hermitian 
transpose operation.
The pre-correlation signal x(t) is composed of the traffic signal and the pilot signal.
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Some DS-CDMA systems have used the pilot signal in order to perform channel esti­
mation, coherent detection, and adaptive antenna array algorithms efficiently [38] [39] 
[40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]. Here the pilot signal based to simply estimate a weight 
vector of an adaptive antenna array in this thesis.
Without loss of generality, assume that the channel gain ai(t) and the multipath time 
delay of the ith user’s pilot signal are perfectly known. The post-correlation signal 
Yi^p of the %th user’s pilot signal after despreading can be written as
1 fTb+nYi,P =  ^  ^{i)ci,p (t -  Ti) dt (2.24)
=  ai(t)\/5^e“-^‘'^ »^ *^ a(0i) + m<j,(() 4- n*j,(t) (2.25)
The component m.i^p{t) is the {Ku — 1) multiple access interference (MAI) component, 
thus
Ku
m*,p(t) =  ^  ak{t)lke~^'^^^^^a{0k) (2.26)
k=l,k^i
1 rTb+nJ  — Ti) dt (2.27)
The component {t) is the undesired component due to thermal noise, expressed
1 pTb+Ti(t) =  ^  n(t)cg, {t -  Ti) dt (2.28)
It can easily be shown that the K  x  K  complex array covariance matrix Ra;æ,i of the 
pre-correlation signal x{t) for the *th user is given by
Rææ,* =  E{x{t)x^{t)}
— of (t) Eca{6i)a.^{6i) + Q^x.i (2.29)
E  (230)k=l,k^i
M A I
where Ec = Ec,t 4- Ec^ p and I is the K  x K  identity matrix. The matrix Qxx,i is the 
total noise, which is the interference-plus-noise, covariance matrix except for the ith
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user. The post-processing complex array covariance matrix of the %th user’s pilot can 
also be expressed as
~  OCi{i)Ec,pSFa.{6i)B.^(Oi)Qyy,i,p (2.31)
M A I+ N O IS E
where Qyy,i,p is the total noise covariance matrix except for the ith  user’s pilot signal 
at the post-processing stage.
2.3 .3  A daptive A ntenna A rray algorithm s
Each user’s transmissions causes multiple access interference (MAI) with all other users 
in a DS-CDMA system because all users transmit data symbols to the base station 
(the reverse link) over the same radio frequency (RF) channel. MAI leads to significant 
degradation of the reverse link performance. One prominent technology used to reduce 
the MAI component efiiciently is to employ an adaptive antenna array at the base 
station [47]. An adaptive antenna array provides a diversity effect to suppress spatial 
interference sources. By these effects, the signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) 
of an adaptive antenna array output is increased and the capacity of DS-CDMA system 
is improved. The most important aspect of an adaptive antenna array is the choice of 
algorithm to control the system. Algorithm research for calculating a weight vector for 
an adaptive antenna array in the mobile-to-base station link of a CDMA system has 
been developed from the viewpoint of not only an adaptive digital filter analysis in the 
time domain such as least mean squares (LMS) [48] [49], normalized least mean squares 
(NLMS) [46] [50], recursive least squares (RLS) [51] [52], and direct matrix intersion 
(DMI) [53] [54], and constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [55] but also via an analysis 
in the subspace domain based on a matched filter techniques such as the Eigen filter 
method [41] [56], maximum ratio combining (MRC) method [38] [57], and Stanford 
method [58] [59].
Adaptive digital filter analysis algorithms are based on the minimum-mean-square-error
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(MMSE) strategy [57]. The LMS and CM A algorithms offer simple computation but 
converge slowly, while the RLS and DMI algorithms converge rapidly but require large 
amounts of computation [53] [60] [61]. Ohgane [55] considered the CMA algorithm in 
TDMA mobile radio systems. However, this algorithm is not well suited to CDMA 
systems because of power control. The RLS algorithm has the better performance 
than LMS and NLMS algorithms in an adaptive antenna array system [38]. It has also 
been proved that the RLS algorithm converges very quickly and is capable of track 
mobile users [49]. Therefore, the RLS algorithm is frequently used as an adaptive 
beamforming algorithm in CDMA systems [49] [51] [52]. The matched filter technique 
algorithms generally provided more consistent performance than the adaptive digital 
filter technique algorithms [41] [56].
These adaptive antenna array algorithms using matched filter techniques as well as 
adaptive digital filter analysis techniques are called temporal reference beamforming 
(TRB) algorithms [38] [62]. TRB algorithm, which do need reference signal, is the 
most suitable beamforming algorithms for CDMA systems, because there exist code 
sequence in CDMA systems which does the role of reference (training) signal.
An adaptive beamforming using a blind method such as the CMA algorithm and the 
decoupled iterative least squares with subspace fitting (DILSF) algorithm [63] [64] has 
one advantage in that it does not require a reference signal. However, a blind method 
generally tends to be computationally more expensive. Also, uniqueness of signal es­
timates may not be guaranteed if small received data lengths are used. Therefore, 
an adaptive beamforming using a blind method is not well suited to CDMA systems 
compared to TRB algorithms [65].
The traditional adaptive beamforming techniques based on high resolution direction- 
finding algorithms such as the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [66] and the es­
timation of signal parameters by rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) [67] also 
require the assumption that the number of signal wavefront arriving at the base station
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less than the number of antenna elements in the antenna array, which strongly restricts 
their applicability in a wireless mobile communication [68] [69].
Therefore, the decision on the architecture of the adaptive antenna array receiver should 
be preceded by considering performance and the complexity of system implementation. 
Generally, by combining the received signal and an appropriate algorithm in an adaptive 
antenna array, it can considerably reduce the MAI component of cochannel users at 
the base station.
Let w represent the desired weight vector for linearly combining the adaptive antenna 
array outputs. Our purpose is to find the best weight vector to optimally combine 
the array outputs under some suitable criterion. This subsection describes efiicient 
temporal reference beamforming (TRB) algorithms [38] [41] [56] [57] [58] based on the 
contents described above.
2.3.3.1 Eigen filter method
This technique is based on the Eigendecomposition method [37]. The following lemma 
summarizes several important aspects of the eigendecomposition subspace approach.
Lemma 1 : Let the eigenvalues of the post-processing array covariance matrix 
in (2.31) be denoted by \ i  and the corresponding eigenvectors by ê^,(l < I < K). K  
and N  are the number of antenna elements and Rank(Ryy,^,p), respectively. Assume 
that Ai > Â2 > • • • > Aiv > 0 and Xjv+i > Xn+2 > • • • > Aj^  =  0. If the columns 
of Ryy,i,p are linearly independent, then the smallest eigenvalue of Ryy,i,p is equal to 
cr^  and has multiplicity K  — N. Furthermore, the eigenvectors corresponding to these 
eigenvalues span as the total noise subspace and are orthogonal to the signal subspace 
that the set of vectors (êi, • • •, êjv) spans. 4»
Proof : See [70]. *
An Eigendecomposition of Ryy,i,p in (2.31) is performed to obtain a set of K  eigenval-
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lies and associated eigenvectors. Because the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue provides a good estimate of the desired channel vector a. (9), then w =  êi 
can be chosen as the weight vector.
2.3.3 .2 M axim al R atio  Com bining (M RC) m ethod
The MRC method is one of the simplest techniques that a digital beamforming (DBF) 
array antenna can use to steer a main beam to the unknown direction-of-arrival (DOA) 
[57] [71]. The MRC method also is a combiner in which the received signal at each 
antenna element is weighted by a corresponding complex-valued channel gain in which 
each signal is weighted according to its strength. Therefore, if after despreading the 
received signals from all K  antenna elements are combined then the system SINR can 
be increased.
The MRC weight is given by a /C x 1 complex correlation vector between the two signals 
[38] [41] [56] [57] [72]:
1 M ^
(2.32)
(=1
where M  is the number of sample data. It will be assumed that the binary data 
sequence estimate b{l) is always correct. Since the received pilot signal of the user 
is unmodulated, 6 (Q doesn’t exist in (2.32). Therefore, the weight vector for the %th 
user’s pilot signal can be obtained very simply after despreading the received signal as 
follows:
1 ^
~  77 (0 (2.33)
1 = 1
The Wiener MRC method [38] [41] [56] [57] for the ith user’s pilot signal is also given 
by
[ j î j l (o )  (2.34)
where Hxx,i is easily obtained by (2.29). This approach is referred to as the Wiener 
solution based on minimizing the error between the adaptive beamformer output and
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the desired signal [54] [73] [74]. It also is clear that (2.34) uses the matrix inversion 
lemma [75].
2.3.3.3 S tanford  m ethod
This method is a modified version of the Eigen filter method [59]. From (2.29),
Ræa:,i — (^) (^i )  “t  Qæa;,i
a fa  (%) (%) =  ~  Qw,i,P (2.35)
The post-processing array covariance matrix of pilot signal can be rewritten as
Ryy,i,p =  a^i{t)Ec^pSFa{ei)a^[di) H- Qyy,%p
^  ^c,p ' SE  * R.a:æ,i^yy,i,P ^ E. Qî/y,'hP
n  — ^(^^JVyhP ^CyP ' / g  o c \
"  E. -E ,^ p -S F
Assuming that there is adequate data to obtain near asymptotic covariance estimates 
from (2.29) and (2.31), these can be used to estimate the desired signal array vector 
a  (9i) as the generalized eigenvector êi corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the 
Hermitian-definite matrix pencil Qyy,i,p =  P-yy,i,p~SF'Hxx,i [76]. Using êi and Qyy,i,p, 
the weight vector is given by [58]
E, Ec,p- ^ ------------------------------(2 .37)
Ec^i.yy,i,p ^c,p ' S F  • R,ææ,i
2 .3.3.4 R ecursive Least Squares (RLS) m ethod
Least-squares algorithms aim at the minimization of the sum of the squares of the 
difference between the desired signal and the model filter output [77]. When new
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samples of the incoming signals are received at every iteration, the solution for the 
least squares problem can be computed in recursive form resulting in the recursive 
least-square (RLS) algorithms [78].
The RLS algorithms are known to provide fast convergence even when the eigenvalue
spread of the input signal correlation matrix is large, i.e., »  1. These algo-•^ min
rithms have excellent performance when working in time-varying environments [79]. 
All these advantages come at the cost of an increased computational complexity and 
some stability problems, which are not as critical in LMS-based algorithms [80] [81].
The RLS method may be summarized as follows:
1. Initialize w(0) = fe(0) =  x(0) =  0, R ^ (0 )  =  SIk k , where Ik k  is an K  x K  identity 
matrix, and (5 is a large positive constant.
2. Recursively compute the following:
d{t) = w ^(i -  l)d  (t) (2.38)
e{t) =  x (i) -  d{t) (2.39)
R ; ; i ( f - i ) d ( t )
A +  d^ ( t ) R j i ( i - l ) d ( t )P(t) = _ A (2.40)
w t =  w t - i  4- P (t)x  (t) (2.41)
where d (t) is the ideal user’s pilot signal of a total noiseless and A is the weighting 
coefficient that can change the performance of the adaptive antenna array. If a channel 
is time-invariant, A can be set to 1. Usually 0.8 < A < 1 is used. The RLS algo­
rithm is more complex than the LMS algorithm but the parameters (forgetting factor, 
convergence factor) of the RLS algorithm are shown to converge very quickly to their 
true value, while the LMS parameters take a much longer time to converge. It should 
be noted that after the initial convergence phase, the tracking behavior of the RLS 
algorithm will be dominated by the effective window length [82] .
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2.3.3.5 M axim um  SIN R  B ound (Theoretical m ethod)
The maximum SINR beamformer method is sometimes used in Radar application [83].
This method is useful to compare the measured results against theoretical bound [56].
The weight vector w can be optimized by maximizing the SINR at the output beam- 
former. First, we can rewrite (2.20) as
x{t) = s{t)a{6) -fi(t) + n{t) = s(t)a{6) 4- u{t) (2.42)
desired signal
where
Ku
iit) = J2 x i{ tM » i)  (2.43)i=2
represents the composite of the Ku ~  1 cochannel interferers and u(t) is the total 
undesired signal vector.
This gives the output SINR to be
fSINR-l Æ{|w?ai(t)a(gi) 1^ }
'  £{|wfUiP}
=  (2.44)
where af — E{si{t)s^{t)} and is the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix in 
(2.30). Using Schwarz’ inequality in (2.44), we get
(SINR) _ (Q rr Wj) P
=  o'fa* (%) Q«ja(%)
=  (SINR)„^ (2.45)
with the equality achieved for
w =  C ‘ (9i) (2.46)
where C is any nonzero complex constant. This method produces a weight vector of 
each signal by setting w =  Qüua(^i) with the true array response vector a{9i) and
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Table 2.1: Parameters employed in the simulation.
Parameters Specification
Carrier Frequency 2GHz
Multiple Access Scheme DS-CDMA
Link Reverse Link
Chip Rate S.SAMchips/second
Signal Structure Pilot & Traffic signal
Cell Environment Single Cell
Geometry of array Uniform Linear Array
Radiation Power of antenna Omni-directional
Number of of antenna elements 4
Distance of Antenna elements A/2
Mobile Velocity 60 km/h
Spreading Factor (SF) 8, 64
Symbol Rate 480k, 60ksymbols/ second
Number of simulations 500
2.3 .4  Perform ance A nalysis o f algorithm s
The performance evaluation of each algorithm is established by comparison of its ability 
to maximise the Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) using its computation 
of the weight vector w. Therefore, the optimal weight vector turns out to be a function 
of the signal strengths of the desired and undesired signals [37] [84]. It is assumed tha t 
Rgg is the K  X  K  desired signal covariance matrix except for an interference-plus-noise, 
Qxx is the K  X  K  interference-plus-noise covariance matrix, is the desired signal 
power, and is the interference-plus-noise signal power. The output desired signal
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Figure 2.7: The block diagram of the simulation procedure 
power may be written as
(Tg = = w^RggW
and the output interference-plus-noise power is
a l  =  E{|W^U|^} =  W^Qa;a;W
(2.47)
(2.48)
Therefore, the SINR at the output of the adaptive antenna array is given as [37] [72] 
[85] [86]
SINR =  (w) =  =or? W^R.scW (2.49)
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Figure 2.8: The SINR (dB) performances of several adaptive antenna array algorithms for a 
DS-CDMA system: Processing Gain=8, Number of antenna elements=4, SNR=10dB, Number 
of snapshots=8.
The block diagram of the system considered is shown in Figure 2.6. Synchronization 
at the receiver is assumed to be perfect. The received signal considered is composed of 
the traffic signal and the pilot signal. The pilot signal is used for the calculation of the 
weight vectors at the array sensors. Perfect slow power control is assumed, i.e., path loss 
and shadowing are compensated, but not fast fading. The relevant parameters of the 
simulated system are listed in Table 2.1. In order to assess the relative performance of 
the different algorithms, a number of Monte Carlo have been performed. The algorithms 
have been compared using the SINR of an adaptive antenna array output. Besides the 
parameters given in Table 2.1, the simulations assume a fiat Rayleigh fading channel 
where the maximum delay due to multipath in the propagation channel is much smaller 
than Tc and the bearing of the desired user signal is set to ^ =  45®, and the bearings 
of all other users’ signals are uniformly distributed over [tt/3 — â, 7r/3  + 6]. Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.9: The SINR (dB) performances of several adaptive antenna array algorithms for a 
DS-CDMA system: Processing Gain=64, Number of antenna elements=4, SNR=10dB, Number 
of snapshots=8.
shows the simulation procedure with these parameters. 500 independent Monte Carlo 
simulations were performance for each SINR results.
Figures 2.8 - 2.10 show the simulation results of several adaptive antenna array algo­
rithms. These results indicate what SINR is needed for various services, e.g. voice, 
data. The performance of Wiener MRC method and RLS method is clearly better 
than tha t of the Eigendecomposition methods (Eigen filter method, Stanford method). 
Particularly, the Eigen filter method has the worst performance of the algorithms. In 
Figure 2.8, the Stanford method produces a severe SINR degradation when the number 
of users is large. It is also apparent that the greater the number of antenna elements 
or the number of snapshots, the closer similar the SINR results of all algorithms be­
come. Finally, it is clear that, through all simulations, the Wiener MRC method has 
the best performance of the general adaptive antenna array algorithms. These simu-
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DS-CDMA system: Processing Gain=8, Number of antenna elements=4, SNR=10dB, Number 
of snapshots=288.
lation results have been verified against the results of several references [38] [41] [56]. 
However, in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, when the number of users is very large, the Wiener 
MRC method cannot suppress the interference so effectively. This is because the MAI 
is more uniformly distributed throughout the cell owing to increasing the number of 
users. Therefore, the performance difference between the theoretical bound and the 
Wiener MRC method is increases.
2.4 Conclusions of Chapter 2
This chapter has shown the performance comparison of several adaptive antenna array 
algorithms. It has been confirmed via simulations that the Wiener MRC method has the 
best performance of the simulated adaptive antenna array algorithms (which included 
the Eigen filter method, MRC method, RLS method and Stanford method). Of these
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algorithms, the Eigen filter method has the worst performance. The Stanford method 
produces a severe SINR degradation when the number of users is large.
Chapter 3
Signal Enhancement scheme 
using a real symmetric array 
covariance matrix
3.1 Abstract
In this chapter, a signal enhancement scheme which has a real symmetric array covari­
ance matrix as a basis for a Wiener MRC method based on adaptive antenna array in 
DS-CDMA systems is proposed. The final matrix structure of the proposed signal en­
hancement scheme is a real symmetric array covariance matrix (RSACM). This matrix 
has the same Toeplitz and Hankel matrix structure that is produced by almost total 
noiseless data sequence. A real symmetric array covariance matrix is also estimated 
from a complex array covariance matrix via unitary and persymmetric transformation 
methods. The persymmetric transformation method has two elements: Toeplitz ma­
trix approximation method and a forward-backward averaging method. Simulation 
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed signal enhancement scheme us­
ing the RSACM method for an adaptive antenna array. It is also shown through the
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of two-dimensional (temporal-spatial) Rake receiver structure for 
a DS-CDMA system.
simulation result that a forward-backward averaging method is very computationally 
efficient compared to the Toeplitz matrix approximation method for the persymmetric 
transformation method in the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM 
method.
3.2 System  m odel
In Figure 3.1, since the receiver uses a correlator and an adaptive beamformer to 
combine signals distributed in the time and space domains, respectively, the receiver 
is referred to as a two-dimensional (2-D) Rake receiver [87] [88]. The Rake receiver, 
originally proposed by Price and Green [89], is a standard method for combining of 
spread signals. After estimating the multipath structure of the channel, characterized 
by the delays and attenuations of each path, the received signal is passed through a 
Rake correlator that is matched to the channel response to the transmitted waveforms. 
In general, the path signals arrive at the receiver not only with different delays, but
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also from different angles of arrival in space. The spatial characteristics of the multi- 
path channel cannot be fully exploited with a single antenna receiver. Therefore, it is 
necessary to use antenna arrays to achieve an efficient path recombination scheme
In the 2-D Rake receiver, each finger consists of one correlator and one adaptive beam- 
former. Thus if L multipath signals are considered, there are L  fingers per antenna. 
In order to simulate a simple system, a single cell with a DS-CDMA system employing 
BPSK is considered. Figure 3.1 shows how the receiver processes L  paths from a generic 
user. Each resolvable path is detected by one of the L  path blocks immediately. To 
detect the Ith. path, the signal from each of the antenna element is synchronized to the 
delay of the ^th path and is despread using the PN sequence of the respective mobile. 
The vector y resulting after despreading the received signal is combined with a weight 
vector w from the adaptive antenna array, and the output of an adaptive antenna array 
is then given by
z = w ^y  (3.1)
where (-)^ denotes the Hermitian transpose operation.
A CDMA system with a BPSK modulation is considered. The block diagram of the
receiver is shown in Figure 3.1, After the received signal is converted to a baseband
signal, the /<" x 1 complex baseband signal vector x(t) of an array with K  antenna
elements at the base station can be written as
L  K u
i^l,k) +  n {t) (3.2)Z=1 k=l
Si,k = { h  +  ^k,p {t -  n^k)} (3.3)
where ai^k{t), ri^k, and (pi^ k are the channel gain, the path delay, and the time-varying 
phase shift for the ^th multipath signal of the fcth user. L is the number of multipath 
signals, Ky, is the number of users, <pk is the power of the kth user, and bk (•) is the 
bit of duration T .^ Ck,t{i) is the unique PN code of the user’s traffic signal given by 
c/c (•) IFfc and Ck,p{t) is the unique PN code of user’s pilot signal given by Ck (•) W®.
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and are the 0th and 1st dimensional Walsh codes, respectively. G =  T^jTc is the
spreading factor of the system where Tc is the chip period, a  {6i^ k) is the uniform linear 
array response vector for the Zth multipath signal of the kth. user given by
— 1, sin(<9/,&) (3 .4 )
where (-)^ denotes the transpose operation, d is the distance between antenna elements, 
K  is the number of antenna elements, A is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, and 
di^ k is the Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) for the Zth multipath signal of the kth  user with 
respect to the base station. The noise component n  (t) is an additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) with zero mean
E{n (ti) (tg)} =  o-^I t2) (3.5)
where is the noise variance per antenna element. The power ipk is modeled as a
random variable with log-normal distribution, i.e., (p = 10®/^ ® where x  ~  W (0, o" )^ 
and cr^ is the standard deviation of the power control error (PCE) in dB [90] [91] [92] 
[93]. In a system with perfect power control, all <pk^ s are equal.
It can be assumed tha t the channel gain ai^i and the time delay for the 1th multipath 
of the ith user’s pilot signal are perfectly known. The post-correlation signal yi,i,p for 
the 1st multipath component of the ith user’s pilot signal after despreading can be 
written as
1 fTb+Tl^iyi,i,p = x(t)c(,p {t -  n,i) dt (3.6)
=  +  ii,i,p(t) +  mi,{^(t) +  ni,i,p(t) (3.7)
The component ii,i,p{t) is the self interference (SI) due to only one user’s multipath 
interference written as:
L
ii,i,p(i) =  X ) {t) (3.8)Z=l,i^l
1 fTb+ri,iJ  ^i,i^i,p -  D,i) dt (3.9)
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The component is the Ky — 1 multiple access interference (MAI) and their L
multipath interferences given by:
Li K u
mi,i,p(t) =  X) Y l  (3.10)Z=1 k=l,kÿ i^
1 rTb+n,i
^l,k — J ^l,k^,p ~  '^1,0 dt (3.11)
The component ni^i,p (t) is the undesired component due to thermal noise:
I fTb+n,i
(4 =  n(^)q,p {i -  n ,i) dt (3.12)
It can easily be shown tha t the K  x K  complex array covariance matrix Rææ,i,i of the 
pre-correlation signal x(t) for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user is given by
R.Ta:,l,i — ( 0  ^(^l,i)®- ( 1^,%) "b Qæx,l,î (3.13)
L
Z=1,Z^1V----------------- -^---------------- '
SI
L  K u
+  X ) X ^W l,k{^)^{hk)^^ ihk)+ cr ll (3.14)
{=1 k~ l,k^ i
' ------------------------------------------------------ V ------------------------------------------------------ 'MAI
The matrix Q xx,i,z is the complex array covariance matrix of the total undesired signal 
except for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user. The post-processing complex array 
covariance matrix for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user’s pilot can also be obtained 
as:
Ryp,i,i,p =  û:i,i(^)Ga(6>i^i)a^(^iji)-f Qpp^ i,z,p (3.15)
SI+MAI+NOISE
where Qyp.i,i,p is the total noise covariance matrix except for the 1th multipath signal 
of the ith user’s pilot signal at the post-processing stage.
In this chapter, the Wiener MRC method [38] [41] [42] [56] is used as a simple and 
efficient conventional algorithm as shown in chapter 2 to calculate the weight vector 
of an adaptive antenna array for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user’s pilot signal.
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Generally, the weight vector for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user’s pilot signal is 
given by the Wiener MRC method as
/  1 M  \
wi,i,p =  (Oj (3.16)
where M is the number of snapshots. The output of the adaptive antenna array for 
the ith user’s pilot signal is also given by
L  K
=  X  X  (^) (^) (317)Z=1 k=l
where K  is the number of antenna elements.
3.3 Proposed Signal Enhancem ent scheme
The proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method consists of a uni­
tary and persymmetric transformation method. A unitary transformation method has 
the function that it transforms a complex Hermitian persymmetric array covariance 
matrix into a real symmetric array covariance matrix. The persymmetric matrix is 
a square matrix whose values are “reflected” across its main anti-diagonal. A real 
symmetric array covariance matrix has the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel structure, where the 
Toeplitz matrix is a symmetric matrix, which is a matrix which is constant along each 
of its diagonals, and the Hankel matrix is a skew-centrosymmetric matrix, which is 
a matrix which is a matrix which is constant along each of its anti-diagonals. The 
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix structure occurs in many engineering and statistical ap­
plications [94]. In statistical signal processing, for example, the estimated covariance 
matrix process, in the case in which sources are uncorrelated and statistically station­
ary, ideally has a Toeplitz or a Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix structure [94] [95] [96] [97]. 
However, an ideal matrix structure can be expected only when the true covariance val­
ues are known or if the infinite length data sequence is known from which asymptotic 
covariance values can be calculated [95]. However, because one practically has only
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finite-length noisy sequences and the source paths are correlated by a multipath envi­
ronment, the estimated covariance matrix may or may not retain the Toeplitz matrix 
or the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix structure [94] [95] [96] [97].
For simplicity, consider only the case where n  is even. Let Un be a n x n matrix defined
by
(1 -  j)  In/2 (1 +  j)  Jn/2 
( l + j ) J n / 2  ( l - j ) I n / 2
Un -  2 (3.18)
u - i  = (3.19)(1 + j)  In/2 (1 -  j)  Jn/2 
(1 -  j)  Jn/2 ( l+ i ) In /2
where In is the n x n  identity matrix and Jn is the n x n  exchange matrix with all ones 
on the main antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere, JnJn =  In-
D efin ition  1 : A linear operator U„ is called unitary if it is inverse to its adjoint;
U „ u "  = I, (3.20)
Note that a unitary operator can be regarded as an operator preserving the matrices 
in a hermitian space.
Therefore, it can be easily shown that Un satisfies:
U n ' = U ^ , u ;  Jn =  Un (3.21)
where (•)* and (•)  ^ are the complex conjugate operation and the inverse matrix oper­
ation, respectively.
Theorem  1 : For any n x n  Hermitian persymmetric matrix A, U nA U ^ is real and 
symmetric. 4k
P roo f : See Appendix 3.7 4k
Practically, because the K  x K  complex array covariance matrix is estimated
from finite samples like (3.13), Rxx,i,i is a nonpersymmetric Hermitian array covariance
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matrix. Therefore, a unitary transformation method cannot be applied directly. In this 
chapter, two methods are used to remedy this. First, the Toeplitz matrix approximation 
method [98] is applied. This method can not only change a complex Hermitian array 
covariance matrix into a complex persymmetric array covariance matrix but also it 
decreases the interference-plus-noise, which is the total noise, impact in a complex 
Hermitian array covariance matrix [21] [99].
Theorem  2: Let Rææ.i.z denote a given matrix contained in the complex vector space 
qKxK Ra;a;,i,î be contained in the set of Hermitian-Toeplitz matrices with the 
special form of a Hermitian persymmetric matrix. The K  x K  Hermitian Toeplitz 
matrix which minimises j|Rxx,i,i — Rzæ,i,i||^ is then expressed as
1 K —m
f  (1, m 4-1) =  —  X^r(Z  +  m,^), 0 < m < Ü L - l  (3.22)
1 = 1
in which r{l,n) and r{l,n) denote the component which is in the Ith. row and the nth 
column of Rxx,i,% and Rxœ,i,i? respectively. The ||-||^ denotes the Probenius norm, i.e., 
for any matrix A, || A||p=tr^AA^^. fk
P roo f : See Appendix 3.7 4k
It follows that the Toeplitz matrix approximation is made by taking the average of 
the components along all subdiagonals. Also, Rxx,i,z is Hermitian and persymmetric 
because of Rxx,i,i =  RS;,i,z-
Secondly, a forward-backward averaging method [100] was used to make a complex 
persymmetric array covariance matrix. This method is very simple and can decrease 
the total noise effect by reducing the correlation relation of Hxx,i,i in (3.13). When 
some of the received signals are coherent ones, the signal covariance matrix Rg is 
no longer of full rank. In practice, significant difiiculties for settling the direction-of 
arrival problem arise when the signals are highly correlated as happens in multipath 
propagation. The perfect correlation case is referred as the coherent case. The result 
is a rank deficiency in the source covariance matrix [101]. The most promising solution
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Figure 3.2: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for applying the 
Forward-Backward Averaging method in the correlated and the uncorrelated signals environ­
ment; AE=Number of antenna elements=4, PG=Processing Gain=64, SNR=10dB.
to the coherent signal problem has been the so-called spatial smoothing method. The 
spatial smoothing method was first suggested by Evans et al. [102] and extensively 
studied by Shan et al. [103] [104] [105] are especially noteworthy. Their solution is 
based on a preprocessing method that partitions the total array of antenna elements into 
subarrays and then generates the average of the subarray output covariance matrices. 
Especially, the forward-backward averaging method uses spatial averaging techniques to 
“decorrelate” the coherent signals when the number of antenna elements in a subarray is 
one [103]. Therefore, when settling the rank deficiency of the source covariance matrix 
with a forward-backward averaging method, the signal covariance matrix has full rank, 
i.e. nonsingular. It is apparent from Figure 3.2 that the forward-backward averaging 
method effectively reduces the correlation of the post-correlation signal yi,i,p in (3.7).
The modified complex array covariance matrix Rxa;,i,i rising a forward-backward aver-
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aging method is given by
=  2 (3.23)
R.x’æ,i,i is Hermitian and persymmetric since
^xx,l,i = Rææ,l,i (3.24)
and
.T , ..Try =
1 
2= i  +  Raræ.l.i) (3.25)
With Theorem 1 and (3.23) or (4.10), the real symmetric array covariance matrix Rxa;,i,i 
can finally be found, and is given by
Ræa;,l,î ~  Ujf^Ra;a!,l,iUj^ (3.26)
Therefore, the unitary transformation matrix changes a complex persymmetric array 
covariance matrix Ræa:,i,i into a real symmetric array covariance matrix Ra;a:,i,i that is 
the sum of real Toeplitz and Hankel matrices of special form [106] [107], i.e.,
Ræa:,l,î ~  U R a;a;,l,iU
— ^  Ra:a:,l,i'^^ (I T J J)
— ^xx,l,i -r ^xx,l,i
— T^xx,l,i T (3.27)
where U =  (I ±  j j ) ,  i® Toeplitz matrix with symmetric structure,
and Ha;a;,i,i =  R^æ,!,* is Hankel matrix with skew-centrosymmetric structure. It is also
interesting to note that
1 / =
2 ^Rææ,l,î T JRa;a:,l,iJ^ — ’^ xx,lfi (3.28)
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and
2 ~ — THa;a;,l,i (3.29)
thus allowing simple recovery of the real and imaginary parts of the complex persym­
metric array covariance matrix Ræx,i,i.
Finally, the weight vector produced by the proposed signal enhancement scheme using
the RSACM method in the Wiener MRC method is given as
2 —1 /  1 \
Wi,i,p =  Rœa;,l,i (OJ (3.30)
3.4 Probability of Error analysis
The error probability is used here to estimate the proposed algorithm performance 
for an adaptive antenna array system in two-dimensional Rake receiver, that is, the 
combination of an adaptive antenna array system and a conventional Rake receiver 
with L fingers. Supposing that there are L  resolvable paths, the SINR per bit is given 
by
L  N
76 = X / X / 7(,& (3.31)Z=i fc=i
where each 7 /^  ^ is the instantaneous SINR at the output of the adaptive antenna array 
for the Ith path of the kth  user in multipath fading, i.e., =  ^|a(^^,/c) |. The 7 ;^ ^
is distributed according to a chi-square distribution with 2L degrees of freedom [108]. 
Also, since the L  multipath fadings are typically uncorrelated, the 7i,fc are statistically 
independent [91]. Therefore,the average SINR per multipath signal per antenna for 
each user is
^  L  N
% k  7(,& (3.32)
^  1=1 k=l
Since 7% has a gamma distribution, with scaling parameter 7 ;^  ^ and shaping parameter 
L, the pdf of 75 is given by [108]
K  (71.) = -------- % ----------- e (3.33)
( % k K )  (£ - l ) !
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If it is assumed tha t the multiple access interference (MAI) and self-interference (SI) 
have Gaussian distributions, the bit error probability as a function of the 7% is given 
by [16] [108]
Pbilb) = ^ e r f c ( ^ )
=  - 7= /  e~^ dt (3.34)
It can be easily shown that the average bit error probability under perfect power control, 
i.e., Xk = '^,o'm=0 is given by [74]
poo
Pe =  f  Pb bb) A i bb) djb
= r  ^ r  e-^^dtd^b
If 76 =  Pe is given by
Pe =  t J ------^  f  [  x^^-^e~(^^+^^)dtdx
= — 7%---- r  /  cos^ ^de /  dr (3.36)— ij ! - '7 T /2  J o
where the region D : 0 < æ < -too, y/^î^x  < t<  -too, and 0q = arctgy/7 ^ .
Note tha t
/ * 7 t /2  y _  p 7 r /2  ,  \ Z - 1
/  COS ^   ^Odd =  /  ( l - s i n ^ 0 )  d s i n ^J o o  J $ o  \  /
./ sin 00 ' ^
, , . f f - l l l  f Z - l - t f l ! (3.37)
where v =  sW  and p2 =  yjî^ f < - Using the following integral (see p.382 in [109]):
poo Ÿ .2 (^2A — l l  !!/  r e dr = - — — — y/n (3.38)
7 0  O L + l
= (1 -  Z  (1 +  m )'Èo ( 2 i - l j !
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substituting (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.36), we obtain
^  ( L - l - h l ) l ( 2 L - l ) u
Ÿ , fz/ —i +  Ai 
=  (1-M2) Z ( l  +  m ) , ( 2 £ _ 2 ) ! ! 2 £ «
i=0
z=o \
(3.39)
Under the assumption that each user has an identically distributed power control error 
(PCE), i.e., E{(pk} — El{(pj, the average bit error probability under imperfect power 
control is given by [91]
exp (mo-rn)'
L - 1E
2 = 0
1 +  At2 (3.40)
where jui = j L L ; /U3 =  and am is the standard deviation of the power(?(,,K)"'(2-i):
control error in dB. Therefore, the error probabiUty increases exponentially with the
power control error.
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Figure 3.3: The block diagram of the simulation procedure
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Figure 3.4: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison 
between the Forward-Backward Averaging (FBA) method and the Toeplitz Matrix Approxi­
mation (TMA) method used at the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM 
method in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna elements, 
PG=Processing Gain, SNR=10dB.
3.5 Performance Analysis
In the simulation, the reverse link of an asynchronous DS-CDMA system is consid­
ered. Besides the parameters given in Table 2.1, the simulation conditions assume 4 
multipaths per user and 4 snapshots. The DOA value of the desired user’s signal is 
set to 0 = 45°. The number of multipath components at the receiver is assumed to 
be equal to the number of Rake receiver fingers. All multipath components are also 
assumed to be independent and uncorrelated, and a(^/,j) are independent random 
variables uniformly distributed over [0,Tb] and [ n / 3  +  6 , - t t / 3  +  6 ] ,  respectively. The 
performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method 
is also assumed under fast frequency-selective Rayleigh fading. The channel Doppler
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Table 3.1: Computational complexity (flops) comparison between Toeplitz matrix approxima­
tion (TMA) method and a forward-backward averaging (FBA) method according to the number 
of antenna elements (AE)
Method AE=2 AE=4 AB=6 AE=8 AB=10
FBA 0.28 xlG^ 2.17 xl(P 7.20 xlO® 1.69 xlO^ 3.28 xl04
TMA 0.50 xlO® 3.14 X # 8.70 xlO^ 1.85 xlO^ 3.39 xl04
spread is then approximately 222Hz for a mobile speed of 120km/h and the fading rate 
is given by 0,125/Tb [110].
Figure 3.3 shows the simulation procedure simply. In the proposed signal enhance­
ment scheme using the RSACM method, Figure 3.4 shows that the performance of 
the Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) method is almost similar to tha t of the 
forward-backward averaging (FBA) method irrespective of the spreading factor. How­
ever, Table 3.1 shows tha t a forward-backward averaging method has an economical 
computation complexity compared to the Toeplitz matrix approximation method for 
the persymmetric transformation method. These measurement values are the averaged 
value of floating-point operation counts measured by the “FLOPS” function in MAT- 
LAB. Therefore, we used the forward-backward averaging method as the persymmetric 
transformation method for the real symmetric array covariance matrix.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSACM method according to the number of antenna elements and the spread­
ing factor. All simulation results show tha t the performance of the proposed signal 
enhancement scheme using the RSACM method is better than that of a system using 
the conventional complex array covariance matrix of (3.16). It is also observed through 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 tha t the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSACM method improves significantly with an increasing the number of 
antenna elements.
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Figure 3.5: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison be­
tween the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM 
method in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna elements, 
PC= Processing Gain=8, SNR=10dB.
3.6 Conclusion of Chapter 3
In this chapter, a signal enhancement scheme using the real symmetric array covariance 
matrix for Wiener MRC method-based adaptive antenna array in a DS-CDMA system 
was proposed. The proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method 
consists of unitary and persymmetric transformation methods. A unitary transforma­
tion method has the function that it transforms a complex Hermitian persymmetric 
array covariance matrix into a real symmetric array covariance matrix. A real symmet­
ric array covariance matrix has the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel structure, where the Toeplitz 
matrix is symmetric and the Hankel matrix is skew-centrosymmetric, just as is the 
case for almost total noiseless data sequence. There are also two methods to make the 
persymmetric transformation method : Toeplitz matrix approximation method and a
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Figure 3.6: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison be­
tween the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM 
method in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna elements, 
PG=Processing Gain=64, SNR=10dB.
forward-backAvard averaging method. All the simulation results have shown tha t the 
performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method is 
better than tha t of a system using the conventional complex array covariance matrix 
of (3.16). Section 3.3 and 3.5 show that a forward-backward averaging method is very 
computationally efficient compared to the Toeplitz matrix approximation method for 
the persymmetric transformation method in the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSACM method.
3.7 A ppendix
Proof of Theorem 1
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Figure 3.7: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the received SNR (dB) for compari­
son between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSACM method in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna 
elements, PG=Processing Gain=64, Number of users=20.
Using JnJn = In, the conjugate of U „A U ^ can be written as
( u „ a u « )*  =  u ; a *u J
Using (3.21) and J „A *J „  = A, (3.41) becomes
( U „ A U " ) ’  =  U „A U '
(3.41)
(3.42)
Therefore, U „A U ^  is real. Furthermore, U ^A U ^ is Hermitian since A  is Hermitian. 
Thus, it can be concluded that U „A U ^ is real and symmetric.
Proof of Theorem 2
Since is Hermitian matrix, the minimization of ||Rxx,i,i — Rzz,i,i||^ is equivalent
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to the following expression
mmfm
' K —l  K —m
Y l  \r{ l-l-m ,l)-V r
.m=0 i= l
(3.43)
/ir—1/f—771
f  i^m) =  + -  TmT {I +  m, I)
m=0 l~l
- r { l  + m ,l)rm -l-\rm ?  (3.44)
Let fm ~  +  i^m and upon substituting am +  jbm into /  (fm) and taking the partial
derivative with respect to fm,
#/(fm)
dUr
K —m  K —m
^  r  (i + m, Z) -  r{l + m ,l) 
1 = 1  1 = 1
+2oni {K — m)
^  “  i  Y l  r  (f +  m, Z) -  j  Y l  r { l+ m j )  f=ldbr 1=1
-\-2bm {K — m)
Prom the identity = 0,
K —m
K  — m
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
1 = 1
Chapter 4
Signal Enhancement scheme 
using the RSS and TM A m ethods
4.1 A bstract
In this chapter, another efficient signal enhancement scheme using the rotation of signal 
subspace (RSS) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods to enhance the 
performance of an adaptive antenna array in DS-CDMA systems is proposed. The 
basis of the RSS method is to find a transformation matrix in order to recover the 
desired complex array covariance matrix from a sampled complex array covariance 
matrix which is contaminated by an interference-plus-noise component, which is the 
total noise. Also, the objective of TMA method is to change the output matrix of 
the RSS method into a matrix having the theoretical properties of a total noise-free 
signal. Consequently, the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA 
methods can greatly enhance the performance of an adaptive antenna array by reducing 
the undesired total noise effect from the sampled complex array covariance matrix of 
the pre-correlation received signal vector. It is shown through several simulation results 
tha t the performance using the proposed signal enhancement scheme is much superior
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to tha t of the conventional Wiener MRC method.
4.2 Proposed Signal Enhancem ent scheme
The proposed signal enhancement scheme for an adaptive antenna array is composed 
of the rotation of signal subspace (RSS) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) 
methods. The RSS method is based on the concept of rotating the received signal 
subspace by the transformation matrix T to obtain the desired signal subspace from 
the received signal vector x (t) that h  contaminated by an interference-plus-noise, which 
is the total noise, component. Also, the desired signal matrix is expected to possess all 
or some of a number of theoretical properties such as having Toeplitz matrix structure 
or being a positive semidefinite matrix [21]. The output matrix of the RSS method, 
however, fails to possess all or some of these properties. Therefore, it is necessary to 
slightly modify the desired signal matrix in order to possess the prescribed theoretical 
properties. Toeplitz matrix structure [98] changes the output matrix of the RSS method 
into the prescribed theoretical properties.
4 .2 .1  R otation  o f Signal Subspace (R SS) m ethod
First consider the rotation of a one dimensional subspace in three dimensions. Assume 
tha t vectors a and b are a desired signal vector and a received signal vector, respectively. 
Also, Ya and Yy are one-dimensional subspaces spanned by vectors a and b, respec­
tively. It is seen from Figm’e 4.1 that a subspace Yy can be rotated into a subspace in 
Ya with the transformation matrix T. In this case, it is very important to select the 
transformation matrix T while preserving the norm of vector b so tha t ||a — Tbjjg is 
minimized, i.e., a % Tb. That is to say, the problem addressed the Rotation of Signal 
Subspace method is aimed at finding the transformation matrix T which transforms 
a given matrix into another given matrix so tha t the sum of squares of the residual
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||a  - Tb\  ^ = 0
Tb
Figure 4.1: Rotation of a one-dimensional subspace into another one in three dimensional 
space
matrix is minimized. The Rotation of Signal Subspace method is used here to recover 
the desired signal matrix A from a received signal matrix B that is contaminated by 
a total noise component. This can be considered as a least squares problem so that 
E = A — TB is minimized. The transformation matrix T must provide an invariant 
norm, that is, ||TB|l/r = ||B||j/. Mathematically, this problem can be expressed as 
follows
T B  =  A  +  E (4.1)
T " T  = T T "  =  Imxm (4.2)
tr [e ^ e I  =  mill (4.3)
where the matrices A, B, and E are m x m  complex matrices, T is a m x m unitary 
matrix, Imxm is an identity matrix, and ir[-] is the trace of the matrix. The singular 
value decomposition (SVD) method is used here to estimate the unitary transformation 
matrix T in the ||A — TBHmin-iTG].
Theorem 1 : Let A and B denote two given matrices contained in complex the vector
space C™*™ of m X m complex matrices that have the same rank. Then, the optimal
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unitary transformation matrix T  which minimizes ||A —TB||i? subject to the constraint
T ^ T  =  T T ^  = I, is given by
T =  V U ^  (4.4)
where |j • ||i? is the Euclidean or Probenius norm of matrix. The orthogonal matrices U 
and V  correspond to the SVD of B A ^, tha t is:
SVD (b A ^ ) =  U a (4.5)
U =  [Ui,U2,- • -,11m]
V =  [vi,V2,- • ■,Vm]
A =  diag[ffi,n2,*
where A contains the eigenvalues of B A ^ ordered from the largest to the smallest, 
^1 > 5^2 > * • • > > 0, and the and the Vfe are the corresponding m x 1
orthonormal left and right singular vectors, respectively [76] [111]. A
P roo f : See Appendix 4.5 4»
Therefore, the desired complex array covariance matrix Ra;a;,i,i can be obtained from 
the received array covariance matrix R^cc.l.i with an interference-plus-noise component 
using the unitary transformation matrix T. In summary, the RSS scheme can be 
presented as follows:
C — (4.6)
[V,S,U] =  SVD(C) (4.7)
T  =  V U ^ (4.8)
Rææ.l.t — (4.9)
where P\,i,p is the complex covariance matrix of the desired pilot signal for the 1st 
multipath signal of the %th user at a receiver. Practically, because the information 
about the pilot signal, which uses the 0th dimensional Walsh code and its all bits are 
composed of “0”, already knew at the receiver, Pi,i,p can be easily obtained.
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4.2 .2  T oeplitz m atrix  approxim ation (T M A ) m eth od
Generally, although the RSS scheme is proposed to estimate a desired matrix from the 
received signal, the desired matrix Pxx,i,i does not have the theoretical properties of a 
total noise-free signal. To address this problem, it is necessary to find a method that 
approximates R-a;æ,i,i as a JC x üf matrix belonging to a class of linear structured matrices 
[21]. One of matrix having the above desired theoretical properties is a Hermitian 
Toeplitz matrix [94] [97] [98] which is a special form of a Hermitian persymmetric 
matrix.
Theorem 2: (Toeplitz matrix approximation) Let R-ææ.i.i denote a given matrix 
contained in the complex vector space and Rææ.i.i be contained in the set of
Hermitian-Toeplitz matrices. The K  x K  Hermitian Toeplitz matrix which minimizes 
||Ræx,i,i -  Rææ,i,i||^ is then expressed as
.j K —Tn
f  ( l ,m +  1) =  ———  + 0 < m < K - l  (4.10)
^  1=1
in which r{l,n) and f(l ,n)  denote the component which is in the Zth row and the nth 
column of R®a;,i,i and R^x.i.i, respectively. The Probenius norm of a norm A is defined 
by
\ \ M \ f  = \ 5^1o(m,n) |2 (4.11)m = ln = l
in which A belongs to 4k
Finally, the weight vector using the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSS and TMA methods for the 1st multipath signal of the %th user in the Wiener MRC 
algorithm is given by
Wi,i,p =  Ra;a!,i,îRa;j'i j (Oj  (4-12)
(4.12) uses the same method as computing an adaptive beamformer weights described 
in [112] and [113]. From [112] and [113], for the design of the adaptive beamformer,
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the following expression is minimized for computing weight vectors [113]:
J (w, y) = E  [||w ^x (I) -  y ^ b  (I) f  ] (4.13)
under the assumption with the restriction y ^ y  — 1.0 [84]. 6 is a transmitted data 
sequence. Prom (4.13), weight vectors are given by
w =  RzbR'g.g. y  (4.14)
where Uxb is the cross correlation matrix for transmitted and received data. (4.14) is 
the modified version of the Wiener MRC method [38] [41] [112] [113]. In [38] and [41], 
first-order Butterworth infinite impulse response (HR) filter is used as weight-smoothing 
filter instead of to reduce an interference-plus-noise component:
w
In this thesis, we used R  with signal enhancement scheme like (4.12) for the modified 
Wiener MRC method.
4.3 Perform ance A nalysis
This section deals with the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm for an 
adaptive antenna array in terms of the bit error rate (HER). All simulation conditions 
are the same as in chapter 3.
Figure 4.2 shows the simulation results comparing the and the proposed signal enhance- i
ment scheme using the RSS and TMA methods with the conventional Wiener MRC 
algorithm according to the number of antenna elements (2, 4 and 8) in the case of a 
processing gain of 64, an SNR=10dB, and a perfect power control environment. In par­
ticular, the proposed signal enhancement schemes using the RSS method in (4.9) and 
the RSS and TMA methods in (4.12) are compared. The simulation results show that 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods has very
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Figure 4.2: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison 
between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS 
and TMA methods in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna 
elements, PG=Processing Gain=64, SNR=10dB.
good BER performance compared to the conventional method. The performance of 
the proposed signal enhancement schemes using the RSS method also have the same as 
that of the RSS and TMA methods in case of 2 antenna elements. For 4 and 8 antenna 
elements, however, the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS and TMA methods is better than that of the RSS method. The greater the 
number of antenna elements, the better the relative performance of the proposed signal 
enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods compared to the conventional 
method.
Figure 4.3 shows the simulation results for the average BER versus the received SNR 
(dB) for the proposed algorithm according to the number of antenna elements (2, 4 
and 8) with 20 users and a perfect power control. Like the previous simulation results.
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Figure 4.3: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the received SNR (dB) for comparison 
between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS 
and TMA methods in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna 
elements, PG=Processing Gain=64, SNR=10dB.
the simulation result shows that the performance of the proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS and TMA methods is much better than that of the conventional 
method. The larger the SNR value and the number of antenna elements, the better 
the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA 
methods compared with the RSS method alone.
Figure 4.4 shows the simulation results with angular spread from 20° to 120°. The angle 
spread (AS) is defined as 2A, i.e., the DOAs of all other user’s signals are uniformly 
distributed over [—A A 4- ^). The performance of the proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS and TMA methods is much better than that of the conventional 
method irrespective of the angular spread value. The smaller the angular spread value, 
the larger the relative difference between the conventional method and the proposed
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Figure 4.4: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the angle spread (degree) for comparison 
between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS 
and TMA methods in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel: AE=Number of antenna 
elements, PG=Processing Gain=64, SNR=10dB.
signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods. Also, the larger the 
number of antenna elements, the better the performance of the proposed signal en­
hancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods compared to the conventional 
method.
4.4 Conclusion of Chapter 4
An efficient signal enhancement scheme using the rotation of signal subspace (RSS) 
and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods in the Wiener MRC method-based 
adaptive antenna array is proposed. The proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS and TMA methods improves the system performance by reducing total noise 
effects from the complex array covariance matrix of the pre-correlation received signal
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vector. The performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS 
and TMA methods was confirmed by several simulation parameters such as the number 
of users, the SNR value, the number of antenna elements, and the angular spread. The 
simulation results obtained show tha t the performance of proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS and TMA methods is much superior to that of the conventional 
method. It is also shown that the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSS and TMA methods has better performance than the proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS method alone in all simulation conditions having more than 3 
antenna elements.
4.5 A ppendix
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: Let A, B, and T  be matrices contained in the vector space
g(T) =  ||A -T B ||^
= tr [(A -  TB) (A -  TB )^]
=  tr [aA ^] +  tr [ t^ T B B ^ ]
-  tr  [a^ T B ] -  tr [b ^ T ^ a ]
=  tr [aA ^] +  tr [bB ^]
-  2 [Real{tr [ tB A ^ ] }] (4.16) 
Thus, the following equivalence is established
min [g (T)] =  max [Real{ir j^TBA^j }j (4.17)
B A ^ can now be decomposed into U E V ^ using the SVD method, where two unitary
matrices U and V belong to and E is a nonnegative diagonal matrix with
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real nonnegative singular values which are ordered in the monotonically nonincreasing 
fashion Let the function h (T) and the matrix Q denote Real{ir j^TBA^j}
and V ^T U , respectively.
h (T) =  Real{tr [ tU S V ^ ] }
= Real{tr [V ^TU S]}
=  Real{tr [QS]} (4.18)
Since
r
Real{tr [QS]} =  [Real{%}(r^] (4.19)
i=l
where qu is a component in the %th row and the j th  column of Q and r  is equal to the 
rank of B A ^. Since
max [Real{%J] < ||Q|j2 =  1 (4.20)
When Q is equal to the m  x m  identity matrix Imxm? it follows that:
I m x m  =  V ^ T U  (4.21)
T  =  V U ^ (4.22)
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Chapter 5
Signal Enhancement scheme 
using the modified linear signal 
estim ator m ethod
5.1 A bstract
In this chapter, an efficient signal enhancement scheme using a modified linear sig­
nal estimator (MLSE) which involves a rank N  approximation by reducing total noise 
eigenvalues (RANE) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods is proposed. 
The modified linear signal estimation is performed by not only reducing the undesired 
total noise component from the signal plus total noise subspace using RANE but also 
producing the theoretical properties of a total noise-free signal using TMA. Conse­
quently, the key idea of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RANE and 
TMA methods is to greatly enhance the performance of an adaptive antenna array by 
reducing undesired effects from the post-correlation received signal. The proposed sig­
nal enhancement scheme using the RANE and TMA methods is applied to the Wiener 
Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) method which has been widely used in conventional
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adaptive antenna arrays. It is shown through several simulation results that the per­
formance of an adaptive antenna array using the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RANE and TMA methods is much superior to that of a system using the 
conventional method against several simulation parameters such as the processing gain, 
the number of antenna elements, and the SNR value.
5.2 Proposed signal enhancem ent scheme
The main objective of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RANE and 
TMA methods proposed in this chapter is to maximize the interference-plus-noise, 
which is the total noise, component reduction while minimizing the distortion of the 
desired signal. The linear signal estimator was proposed by Ephraim and Van Trees 
in 1995 [114] [115] to improve the performance of speech communication systems. The 
key idea is to decompose the vector space of the noisy signal into a “signal subspace” 
and an orthogonal “total noise subspace” under the assumption that the additive total 
noise is spatially white.
5.2.1 T he m odified linear signal estim ator (M LSE) m ethod
For simplicity of presentation, (3.7) is rewritten as follows
yi,i,p — di,i,p(t) -f ii,i,p(i) +  mi i^^p(t) 4- ni^i^p(t)
— di,*,p(t) 4- Ci i^^p(t) 4- ni i^^p(i) (5.1)
where
and
di,i,p(t) == (Piai^i(t)y/The (5.2)
Ci,i,p(t) — ii,i,p(t) 4- mi î^^p(t) (5.3)
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The interference signal vector is modeled as a complex Gaussian random vector
with zero mean and covariance matrix J5[-] is an expection
operator. When the number of cochannel users is large, can be modeled as
spatially white Gaussian noise [58] [116] [117] [118]. In [58], Naguib and Paulraj have 
shown through simulations that is proportional to an identity matrix, and thus
the interference is spatially white in a heavily loaded CDMA system. In this case, the 
Probenius norm of the error ||e ||f  =  ||Ci,*,p -  I||ir was approximated as “0” which also 
shows that the MAI can be assumed to be spatially white. Therefore,
(5.4)
The covariance matrix Qyy,i,i,p of the interference-plus-noise vector in (3.15) is then 
given by
Qyy,l,i,p =  <7^ 1 (5.5)
where = aj -hcr^.
The model (5.1) can be simply rewritten as
y  =  d + w (5.6)
where w is the interference-plus-noise component given by
w =  c 4- n  (5.7)
Let ÿ =  B • y be a linear signal estimator for the desired signal d  where B is a AT x JT 
matrix. The residual signal, which is defined as the difference between the estimated 
and desired signals, obtained from this estimation is given by
r  =  y -  d = ( B - I ) - d 4 - B ' W  = rd4-rw (5.8)
where =  (B — I) • d and r ;^ =  B • w. represents the desired signal distortion
component and represents the interference-plus-noise component. Let
i l  =  tr  [ g { v f } ]  = tr  [(B -  I)R*i(B - 1 ) " ]  (5.9)
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be the energy of the desired signal vector r^. Similarly, let
4  =  tr }] =  crjtr [b B ^] (5.10)
denote the energy of the interference-plus-noise component .
The optimal estimator minimizes while constraining [115];
min subject to : g{w) — ~  0 (5.11)
where 0 < ck < 1. The optimal estimator in the sense of (5.11) can be found via 
constrained minimization. The classical approach to solve a constrained minimization 
problem is the method of the Lagrange multiplier [119] [120]. The Lagrangian of a 
constrained minimization problem is defined to be the scalar-valued function
L(B, p) = el + p{el -  aa^) (5.12)
and
)Lt(4 -  CKcr^ ) = 0  for ju > 0 (5.13)
where p is the Lagrange multiplier. Essentially, the following theorem states tha t 
the stationary point B of the Lagrangian is a potential solution of the constrained 
optimization problem.
Theorem 1 : Let B denote a local solution for the constrained minimization prob­
lem. If the gradients Vg of the constraint function’s components in (5.11) are linearly
independent, then
V sL(B ,/z) =  0 (5.14)
where /i > 0. 4»
Proof : See [119]. A 
Therefore, we can obtain
VgZ/(B, p) = 2BKad — 2Rdd + 2B/icr^I =  0 (5.15)
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In reality, because the channel vector a  in (5.2) is not estimated perfectly, the 
desired signal covariance matrix cannot be estimated. Therefore, R^d cannot be 
applied in (5.16). Instead Rdd can simply be replaced by Ra,a,.
Next, (3.13) can be written in the alternative form
Ra).T =  E[xx^] =  (5.18)
R i
where D is the signal covariance matrix E[d{t)d^{t)] and A is the K  x K  channel 
matrix of the base station antenna array. Numerically, as A is of full rank, Rj is also a 
full rank matrix. The following Lemma 1 summarizes several important aspects of the 
signal plus total noise subspace approach.
L e m m a  1 : Let the eigenvalues of the array covariance matrix Ra;* be denoted by Xi
and the corresonding eigenvectors by êi. We shall assume tha t Ai > Â2 > • • • > > 0.
If the columns of A are linearly independent and the matrix D is nonsingular, then the 
smallest eigenvalue of R^ a^, is equal to cr^  and has multiplicity K  — N . Furthermore, the 
eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues span the total noise subspace and are 
orthogonal to the columns of A. Also, the set of vectors (êi, • • • ,êjv) spans the signal 
subspace.
Proof: See [66] [70]. 4k
Applying Lemma 1 to (5.17), B can be rewritten as
K
B (5.19)
m=l
where Qm denotes the mth diagonal element of the eigenvalue of R^a, as
9m  =  - - (5,20)Am +
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Hence, the linear signal estimator is given by
K
9m^m^rn,m=l
(5,21)
The interference-plus-noise, which is the total noise, power component can then be 
decreased using the principle of Lemma 1 and (5,19). The total noise power compo­
nent is estimated by the eigendecomposition or the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
method. Eigendecomposition based methods have been extensively used in estimating 
the direction of arrival (DOA) of plane waves in the total noise. Most of the these 
methods decompose the observed covariance matrix into two orthogonal spaces, com­
monly referred to as the signal and total noise subspace, and estimate the DOAs from 
one of these spaces. These methods often referred to as subspace based methods have 
been shown to perform very well and are capable of resolving closely spaced sources. 
The method known as Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [66] [121] was the first 
method tha t showed the benefits of using a total noise-only subspace based approach. 
In this thesis, contrary to the MUSIC method, it is desired to decrease the undesired 
effect (total noise subspace) from the signal plus total noise subspace of in B of 
the linear signal estimator. The undesired effect of the total noise eigenvectors in the 
linear signal estimator is cancelled by applying the RANE method in B. Generally, the 
smallest signal eigenvalues of Rxx are almost equal to the total noise eigenvalues. It is 
assumed that R^æ possesses the theoretical rank N.
Theorem 2: (Rank N  Approximation by reducing total Noise Eigenvalues) Let R^ ^æ
denote a given matrix contained in a set of Hermitian complex K x K  matrices and R^x
have rank N  where N < K. The optimal matrix R^x then is given by the following
expression so that ||Rxx — Ræœllp is minimized
N
feo; =  ^  Âfcêfcêf (5.22)k—l
and Afc are nonnegative singular values which are ordered in the monotonically nonin­
creasing fashion A* > A^+i, êfc is a eigenvector associated with Xk, and ||-||p denotes
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the Probenius norm, i.e., for any matrix S, |jS||p=tr(^SS^^. 4k 
P roof : See [76] 4k
Applying (5.22) in (5.17), the linear signal estimator applying the RANE method is 
given by
Generally, B does not have the theoretical properties of a total noise-free signal in spite 
of the use of the RANE method. To address this problem, matrix B is needed tha t fully 
approximates a K  X K  matrix belonging to a class of linear structured matrices [21]. 
One matrix having the desired theoretical properties is a Hermitian Toeplitz matrix 
[94] [97] [98] that has the special form of a Hermitian persymmetric matrix.
Theorem  3 : (Toeplitz matrix approximation) Let B denote a given matrix contained
in and B be contained in the set of Hermitian-Toeplitz matrices with a special
form of Hermitian persymmetric matrix. The K  x K  Hermitian Toeplitz matrix which
minimises B — B is then expressed as 1 IIf
„ 2 K—m _
5( l ,m 4 - l )  =  —------  ^  6(Z-t-m,Z), t )< r n < K  — l (5.24)ri - m
in which b{l,n) and b{fn) denote the component which is in the Zth row and the nth 
column of B and B, respectively. 4k
Finally, the post-correlation signal ÿ  with the modified linear signal estimator is given 
by
ÿ =  By (5.25)
At this time, the weight vector using the modified linear signal estimator for the 1st
multipath signal of the ith user’s pilot signal in an adaptive antenna array is also given 
by
/  1  M _ \
Wi,i^ =  R jJ  1 i h i.p  (0 j (5.26)
This procedure is exactly the same as subsection 4.2.2
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5.3 Performance A nalysis
This section deals with the performance evaluation of an adaptive antenna array using 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method in terms of the bit 
error rate (BER), Simulation conditions are the same as in chapter 3. In particular, the 
performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the the MLSE method 
is assessed under realistic fast fading scenarios. In fast frequency-selective Rayleigh 
fading, the channel Doppler spread also is approximately 222Hz for a mobile speed of 
120km/h and the fading rate is given by 0.125/2],.
Effect of the number of antenna elements
We study the impact of varying the number of antenna elements on the performance of 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method. Figure 5.1 shows 
the simulation results compared the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
MLSE method in (5.26) and the conventional method in (3.16) according to the number 
of antenna elements (4 and 8) in case of the processing gain of 8 and 64, SNR of 
10 dB, and perfect power control. The simulation results show tha t the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method has a very good BER performance 
compared to the conventional method. Generally, the more the number of antenna 
elements, the better the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the MLSE method. In the case of a BER=1Q“  ^ at a processing gain of 64, the eight- 
branch space diversity of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE 
method provides a capacity of 72 users/cell, while the capacity for the conventional 
method is only 40 users/cell.
Effect of the SNR value
Figure 5.2 shows the simulation results for BER versus the received SNR (dB) for 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method with 4 antenna 
elements, 20 users, and perfect power control. Like the previous simulation results,
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the simulation result shows that the performance of the proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the MLSE method is much better than that of the conventional method 
irrespective of the processing gain. In particular, the more the SNR value and the 
number of antenna elements increase, the better the performance of the proposed signal 
enhancement scheme using the MLSE method. With eight-branch space diversity and 
a processing gain of 64 , the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE 
method needs a SNR of -lO.OdB to obtain a BER of 10“ ,^ whereas the conventional 
method needs a SNR of -2.0dB.
5.4 Conclusion o f Chapter 5
The modified linear signal estimator which appends both RANE and TMA methods 
at the linear signal estimator is proposed as an efficient signal enhancement scheme to 
improve the performance of the Wiener MRC method-based adaptive antenna array. 
The main object of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method 
is to improve the performance of a system owing to effectively reducing the undesired 
interference-plus-noise effects from the post-correlation received signal y. The perfor­
mance of an adaptive antenna array using the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the MLSE method is shown to be superior to that of a system using the con­
ventional method via several simulation parameters such as the processing gain, the 
number of antenna elements, and the SNR value.
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Figure 5.1: The Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison between 
the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RANE and 
TMA methods in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel and perfect power control en­
vironments: PG=Processing Gain, AE=Number of antenna elements, SNR=10dB.
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Figure 5.2: The Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the received SNR (dB) for comparison be­
tween the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE 
method in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel and perfect power control environ­
ments: PG=Processing Gain, AE=Number of antenna elements, Number of users=20.
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Chapter 6
Signal Enhancement scheme in a 
multicell and multirate 
environments
6.1 A bstract
This chapter compares the computational complexity and performance of all signal 
enhancement schemes proposed in this thesis under the Nakagami fading charmel. It 
was also analysed the proposed signal enhancement scheme combining the RSS+TMA 
and the MLSE methods in the multirate and multicell environments. The relative other­
cell interference factor was studied to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme in a multicell environment including inter-cell interference 
as well as intra-cell interference. It is shown through simulation results in each section 
tha t the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA 
and the MLSE methods is much superior to that of no signal enhancement method.
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6.2 Comparison o f all proposed signal enhancem ent schem es 
in this thesis
6.2 .1  C om parison o f C om putational C om plexity
The computational complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes in this thesis 
are compared using the “FLOPS” function in MATLAB. All proposed signal enhance­
ment schemes are follows as:
• Scheme 1 using the Real Symmetric Array Covariance Matrix (RSACM) method 
with Toeplitz and Hankel structure (chapter 3)
• Scheme 2 using the Forward-Backward (F-B) averaging method (chapter 3)
• Scheme 3 using the Rotation of Signal Subspace and Toeplitz Matrix Approxi­
mation (RSS+TMA) methods (chapter 4)
• Scheme 4 using the Modified Linear Signal Estimator (MLSE) method (chapter
5)
These compared simulation results are compared against the number of snapshots and 
the number of antenna elements which have a critical effect on all proposed signal 
enhancement schemes. All proposed signal enhancement schemes are also compared 
for their performance in the Nalcagami fading channel.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the average results of a run of 500 simulations for the 
computational complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes for an adaptive 
antenna array. In particular, these values are the averaged value of floating-point 
operation counts measured by the “FLOPS” function in MATLAB. The MATLAB 
measurements of floating-point operations are a rough measure, but is very useful for 
relative comparison.
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Table 6.1: Computational complexity (flops) comparison 1 of all proposed signal enhancement 
schemes for an adaptive antenna array in this thesis (Number of SnapShots =  SS)
Number of Antenna elements =  4
Scheme SS=4 SS=8 88=16 88=64 88=256 88=1024
Con. method 5.09 x 1Q3 5.17 xlO* 5.28 xl03 5.73 xlO^ 7.28 xl03 1.34 xlO*
Scheme 1 6.05 xl03 6.11 xl03 6.20 xlO^ 6.61 xl03 8.12 xl03 1.42 xl04
Scheme 2 6.24 xlQ3 8.50 X10^ 1.60 xlO^ 1.47 xlOS 2.14 xlO® 3.37 X10"^
Scheme 3 1.24 xlO^ 1.24 xlO* 1.27 xlO^ 1.31 xl04 1.46 xl04 2.07 X104
Scheme 4 5.38 xlO< 5.49 xlO< 5.66 xlO" 6.39 xl04 9.02 xlO* 1.94 xlO®
10*
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Figure 6.1: The Flops versus the number of snapshots for comparison of all proposed signal 
enhancement schemes
Table 6.1 shows the averaged computational complexity for each of all proposed signal 
enhancement schemes according to the number of snapshots with a fixed number of
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Table 6.2: Computational complexity (flops) comparison 2 of all proposed signal enhancement 
schemes for an adaptive antenna array in this thesis (Number of Antenna Elements =  AE)
Number of Snapshots =16
Scheme AE=2 AE=4 AE=8 AE=16 AE=32
Con. method 0.58 x1Q3 5.30 X10^ 3.67 xl04 2.63 xlOG 1.99 xlO®
Scheme 1 0.81 xl03 6.16 xl03 4.06 xl04 2.87 xl05 2.17 xlO®
Scheme 2 5.45 xl03 1.60 xl04 6.23 xl04 3.31 xlO® 2.20 x l06
Scheme 3 1.62 xl03 1.26 xl04 9.10 xl04 6.75 xlOS 5.18 xlO®
Scheme 4 5.26 xl03 5.68 xl04 3.94 xl05 2.78 xlO® 2.08 xlO?
Conventional method 
0—0 Scheme 1 
□ — C  Scheme 2 
A — A  Scheme 3 
Scheme 4
10 15 20 25
Number of Antenna Elements
Figure 6.2: The Flops versus the number of antenna elements for comparison of all proposed 
signal enhancement schemes
antenna elements. The conventional method is the Wiener MRC method with no signal 
enhancement scheme. The scheme 2 has a low computation complexity at 4 snapshots, 
but hugely increases in computational complexity as the number of snapshots increases.
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Scheme 1 and scheme 3 have almost constant computational complexity irrespective of 
the number of snapshots.
Table 6.2 shows the averaged computational complexity of each of all proposed signal 
enhancement schemes according to the number of antenna elements at the fixed number 
of snapshots. It is known through simulation results that scheme 1 generally has the 
lowest complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes according to increasing 
the number of antenna elements at the fixed number of snapshots. The remaining 
three schemes except for scheme 1 greatly increase the computational complexity with 
the number of antenna elements. This shows that the complexity of remaining three 
schemes depends especially on the size of the array covariance matrix.
In conclusion, scheme 1 has the lowest computational complexity of all the proposed 
signal enhancement schemes. It has been confirmed through simulations tha t the com­
putational complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes is independent of 
the processing gain and the number of users.
6.2 .2  Perform ance com parison
In the simulation, the reverse link of an asynchronous DS-CDMA systems is considered. 
Simulation conditions have a carrier frequency of 2.0GHz, a processing gain of 64, a 
chip rate of 3.84Mchips/ second, snapshots of 8, 4 multipaths per user, and no out-of­
cell interference. All antenna elements were omnidirectional with unity gain and zero 
phase. The distance of two consecutive antenna elements were one-half wavelength 
apart for uniform linear arrays (ULAs). The DOA value of the desired user’s signal 
is set to ^ =  0". Ti^ i is a set of independent random variables uniformly distributed 
over [OjTè]. The fading is assumed to be the fast frequency-selective Nakagami fading. 
The channel Doppler spread is approximately 222Hz for a mobile speed of 120km/h 
and the fading rate for fast fading is given by 0.125/Ti,. For simplicity, we present the 
Nakagami fading parameter value used for all the channels, e.g., m =  2.0 implies that
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Figure 6.3: The average Bit Error Rate (HER) versus the number of users for comparison 
of all proposed signal enhancement schemes in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel: 
PG=Processing Gain=64, AE=Antenna Elements=4, SNR=10dB. Number of snapshots=8, 
m=Nakagami fading parameter=2.0.
all the L channels undergo identical Nakagami fading with mi = 2.0,1 < I < L.
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the bit error rate (BER) of all proposed signal enhancement 
schemes as the number of users and the SNR are increased. Scheme 3 has clearly the 
best performance of all proposed signal enhancement schemes.
Finally, scheme 1 has slight less computational complexity and scheme 3 has a better 
performance than proposed other signal enhancement schemes in all simulation envi­
ronments, respectively. The performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods is also shown to be better than that of 
scheme 3. Therefore, the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA 
and MLSE methods is chosen for evaluation in the multirate and the multicell environ­
ment, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the the received SNR (dB) for com­
parison of all proposed signal enhancement schemes in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading 
channel: PG=Processing Gain=64, AE=Antenna Elements=4, Number of Users=20. Number 
of snapshots=8, m=Nakagami fading parameter=2.0.
6.3 M ultirate system  m odel
With the pursuit of a ubiquitous wireless communications system that can provide 
wireless transport for a variety of information sources, it will be desirable to develop 
multiple bit rate systems. It is clear that voice, video and data have inherently different 
data rates. Also, the key feature of the third-generation system is to support variable- 
rate multi-media traffic: voice, data and video with data rate as high as 2Mbits/second. 
Specifically, a cellular network nowadays should be able to support voice transmission 
having relatively low data rate (e.g., Skbits/second) and relatively high bit error rate 
(BER) requirement (e.g., 10“ )^ as well as data transmission with higher data rate as 
(e.g., 14.4kbits/ second, 28.Skbits/second, 64kbits/second) and low BER requirement 
(e.g., 10~®). That is known as a multirate CDMA system.
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Multirate CDMA systems have been investigated from different perspectives. Access 
methodologies and their comparison were presented in [122] [123]. The appropriate 
choice of the chip rate, chip pulse shape, processing gain, number of codes and mod­
ulation format were considered in [124] [125] [126]. Multirate receiver design, however, 
is still a relatively new research topic. To support multirate in the third-generation 
wireless communication system, both multi-code schemes (MC) and variable spreading 
length schemes (VSL) have been proposed in [127], [128], [129], [130], and [131]. The 
multi-code scheme (MC) maintains a constant processing gain for all users. A high 
rate user splits its data stream into several parallel streams and spreads each of these 
streams independently using separate waveforms (spreading codes). For VSL scheme, 
the chip rate is constant and different data rates are accommodated with the assignment 
of spreading sequences of different lengths.
Consider an asynchronous multi-rate DS-CDMA system using VSL scheme tha t sup­
ports P  different rates, or subsystems. The processing gain Gn — TnfTc for the P  
different types of traffic signal is thus Gi > G2 > • • • > Gp, where is the bit period 
on subsystem n and Tg is chip duration. A single-cell is considered with a DS-CDMA 
system employing BPSK. The complex baseband signal x(t) of an array with K  antenna 
elements at the base station is then written as 
P Ku L
x(^) =  Z )  S  5D (6>^ ,i,fe) +  n {t) (6.1)
m = l  k= l 1—1
Sm,l,k — (6.2)
where Pm,l,ky and ^rn,l,k are the channel gain, the path delay, and the time-
varying phase shift for the Ith multipath signal of the kth  user in subsystem m at time 
t. L  and Ku are the number of multipath signals and users, respectively. bm,k (’) is 
the bit of duration T^, in subsystem m  at time t. Crn,k,(t) (t) is the unique PN code of 
the user’s traffic signal of subsystem m as Cm,fc (•) and c^,k,(p) (^ ) is the unique PN 
code of the user’s pilot signal in subsystem m  as Cm,k (') and W l are the 0th
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and 1st dimensional Walsh codes, respectively. is the uniform linear array
response vector for the Ith multipath signal of the fcth user in subsystem m  given by
T
(6.3)
where j  — \ / ^ ,  K  is the number of antenna elements, and dm,i,k is the Direction-of- 
Arrival (DOA) for the Ith multipath signal of kth  user in subsystem m  with respect 
to the base station. The noise component n (t) is an additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) with zero mean
E {n (ti) (t2)} = a l l -Ô {ti -  tg) (6.4)
where is the noise variance per an antenna element.
is the Nakagami fading signal amplitude, and its probability density function 
(pdf) is given by
^ l \ n i  { ni 2
  \  p v n  I -------------
where V (ni) is the Gamma function, 1 < / < L, iTi/ is the average signal power, 
and ni > 0.5 is the Nakagami fading parameter. The Nalcagami distribution becomes 
Rayleigh distributed when ni — 1. Values of ni between 1 /2 and 1 correspond to deeper 
fading than Rayleigh fading, and ni values greater than 1 correspond to shallower fading 
than Rayleigh fading. As ni approaches infinity, the unfaded condition is approached.
It is assumed tha t the channel gain oim,i,k &nd the time delay of each of multipath 
signals may be perfectly estimated at the receiver. The post-correlation signal ym,i,i,(p) 
for the 1st multipath component of the %th user’s pilot signal in subsystem m after 
despreading can be written as
1 rTm+Tm,l,i TTym,l,i,(p) — /rp~ I v^)^ m,i,(p) ~ dty J - r n
=  (f  ) +  im ,l,*,(p)(f)
■b W^m,l,i,(p) ( f ) "b Im ,l,i,(p )(f) "b Hm,l,i,(p) W  (6  6)
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The component the self interference (SI) due to only one multipath inter­
ference in subsystem m  as
L
j=2
=  /rp— /  ^rn,j,i<^rriyi,{p) “  '^m,l,i) d t  (6.8)V -tm  "'TVn.l.i
The component mjn,i,i,p{t) is the Ku ~ 1  multiple access interference (MAI) and their 
L multipath interference in subsystem m as
L  K u
ï^m,l,t,(p)(f) “  Z ! ^m,j,k (i) dm,j,k^ ^^{^Tn,j,k) (6.9)j= l  k=l,k^i
1 rTm+Tm,l,i „
dm,j,k —  p p — / ^m,j,k<^ rn,i,(p) (^  ~  7m,l,i) dt (6.10)V-tm
The component Im ,i,i,(p)(^) is the Ku multiple access interference (MAI) and their L 
multipath interference in subsystem P  — 1 as
Im ,i,i,(p )(f) =  Z Z Z (^) (6 .1 1 )g=l,g^mj=l k=l
1 fTg+Tm,l,i
q^>j,k —
rJ-q-rr ,
/n=r I  ^qdM^m,i,[jp) (  ^~  d t  (6.12)y-^g
All MAI components are the sum of aU non-desired users transmitting asynchronously 
at various rates in the shared medium with their associated power levels, delays and 
spreading sequences. The component nju,i i^,(p) {t) is the undesired component due to 
thermal noise as
1 f1'+Tm ,l,i „
^m,lMp) = - 7^  n( )^Cm,i,(p) (^  -  ^m,l,i) dt (6.13)
It can easily be shown tha t the complex array covariance matrix Rææ,m,i,z of the pre­
correlation signal x(t) for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user in subsystem m is 
given by
^xx,Tn,l,i — (o^7n,l,i) &(^m,l,i)3- (^m,l,i) T  Qa;æ,m,l,i (6.14)
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L
1=1,1^ 1'  ^ '
SI of subsystem 7ÏI
L  K u
m=l k=l,k^i    /
MAI of subsystem 171
+ Z  Z  Z  {O iguf ( O q , i , k ) (6.15)q=l,q^m 1=1 k=l,k^i' ^ '
MAI and SI of subsystem P—1
The matrix Qxx,m,i,i is the complex array covariance matrix of the total undesired 
signals except for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user in subsystem m. The post­
processing complex array covariance matrix for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user’s 
pilot in subsystem m  can be obtained as
Rj/y,m,l,i,(p) — 0;^,l,i(^)^m^(^m,l,i)a-^(^m,l,i) +  Qyy,m,l,i,(p) (6.16)
where Gm is the processing gain in subsystem m and Qyy,m,i,i,(p) is the post-processing 
complex array covariance matrix of the total undesired signal except for the 1st multi- 
path signal of the ith user’s pilot in subsystem m. Therefore, the weight vector is given 
by the Wiener MRC method as:
_ /  1  M \
Wm,l,i,{p) =  [Ræa:,m,l,i] ( M Zym.l.i.fp) (g) 1 (6.17)
where M is the number of snapshots.
Another signal enhancement scheme is proposed combining the RSS-f TMA (chapter 
4) and the MLSE (chapter 5) for an adaptive antenna array under the multirate envi­
ronment. The weight vector for the 1st multipath signal of the ith user is then given
by . .
_  _  /  1  M \
=  Rææ.m.l.i [Ræœ,m,l,i] ( Z  (9) 1 (6.18)
where Rxæ,m,i,i and ym,i,i,{p) can be obtained from the chapter 4 and the chapter 5, 
respectively.
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Figure 6.5: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for compar­
ison between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel, single 
cell, and multirate environments [Low data rate user detection case]: Spreading code length of 
desired low rate=128. Spreading code length of interfering high rate=32; AE=Antenna Ele- 
ments=4, SNR=10dB. Number of snapshots=4, m=Nakagami fading parameter.
6.3.1 Perform ance A nalysis
This subsection studied the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme us­
ing the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods in a multi-rate CDMA communication system 
employing variable length orthogonal spreading sequence. A multirate scenario in the 
multipath is considered to compare the performance of the conventional Wiener MRC 
method and that of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and 
MLSE methods.
Assume a multi processing gain system with all users using BPSK modulation and a 
constant chip period That is, the bit rates are ordered a sR i  = : ^ > R 2  = ^ >
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Figure 6.6: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the received SNR (dB) for compar­
ison between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS-f TMA and MLSE methods in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel, single 
cell, and multirate environments [Low data rate user detection case]: Spreading code length of 
desired low rate=128. Spreading code length of interfering high rate=32; AE=Antenna Ele- 
ments=4, SNR=10dB. Number of snapshots=4, m=Nakagami fading parameter.
• • ■ > Rp = with the processing gains G{ = ^  on subsystem i. In addition, assume 
that all bit rates are multiples of the lowest rate Rp.
In Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the bit error rate of low rate users is plotted as a function of 
the number of users and his SNR, respectively. The simulation conditions of Figure 
6.5 have the number of antenna elements being fixed at 4 and the SNR of 10 dB under 
the Nakagami fading channel with the fading parameter m=0.5 and 2. Besides these 
simulation conditions. Figure 6.6 has 20 users. The desired low rate user has a spreading 
code length of 128 and the interfering high rate user has a spreading code length of 32. 
Thus the interfering high rate user transmits P  =  4 bits while the desired low rate user 
transmits one bit. The performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using
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Figure 6.7: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for compari­
son between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSS-t-TMA and MLSE methods in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel, single cell, 
and under multirate environments [High data rate user detection case]: Spreading code length 
of desired high rate=32. Spreading code length of interfering low rate=128; AE=Antenna Ele- 
ments=4, SNR=10dB. Number of snapshots=4, m=Nakagami fading parameter.
the RSS-f TMA and MLSE methods is much better than that of no signal enhancement 
method. Also, the greater the Nakagami fading parameter, the better the performance 
of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS4-TMA and MLSE methods.
Next, in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, the bit error rate of high rate users is plotted as a function 
of the number of users and the SNR, respectively. The simulation conditions are the 
same as the previous figures. The desired high rate user also has a spreading code length 
of 32 and the interfering low rate user has a spreading code length of 128. Thus the 
desired high rate user transmits P  =  4 bits while the interfering low rate user transmits 
one bit. It is shown that the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA 
and MLSE methods has a excellent performance compared to no signal enhancement
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Figure 6.8: The average Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the received SNR (dB) for compar­
ison between the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS-f TMA and MLSE methods in a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel, single 
cell, and multirate environments [High data rate user detection case]: Spreading code length 
of desired high rate=32. Spreading code length of interfering low rate=128; AE=Antenna Ele- 
ments=4, SNR=10dB. Number of snapshots=4, m=Nakagami fading parameter.
method. As expected, the greater the Nakagami fading parameter, the better the 
performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS-f TMA and 
MLSE methods.
It is apparent that the performance of the low rate user detection is superior to that of 
the high rate user detection from comparison of Figure 6.5 and 6.7 or Figure 6.6 and 
6.8. This is because a high rate user causes high interference compared to a low rate 
user due to its high transmitting power although the number of high rate users may be 
smaller than that of low rate users.
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Figure 6.9: Inter-cell interference in a cellular system
6.4 M odeling of the other-cell Interference
This section deals with modeling of other-cell interference to evalute the performance 
of an adaptive antenna array using the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSS-t-TMA and MLSE methods in a multicell environment. In a DS-CDMA system, 
each base station receives not only the interference from mobiles in the home cell (intra­
cell interference) but also interference from mobiles located in adjacent cells (inter­
cell or other-cell interference) in Figure 6.9. The principle of the DS-CDMA protocol 
allows each cell to use the same frequency band, removing the need for a mobile to 
change its frequency when moving into another cell (soft handover). Therefore, CCI 
is caused by other-cell interference as well as intra-cell interference in the multicell 
environment. In order to model the interference received from terminals in other cells, 
the interference power received by the base station in the home cell (ff)  from mobile 
terminals in an other cell (O) is investigated with the base station separation distance 
d in Figure 6.10. There have been several studies regarding the characteristics of
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Figure 6.10: Interference from terminals in a distance cell
the other-cell interference in DS-CDMA system [92] [132] [133] [134]. The amount of 
other-cell interference is determined by the path loss, power control scheme, handoff 
algorithm, and the number of users per a cell. Due to the large number of influencing 
factors and their random nature, exact characterization of the other-cell interference is 
difficult. The mean and variance of the other-cell interference varies dynamically.
For analytical convenience, hexagonal cells are approximated by circular cells with 
radius R. Xm,n represents the distance between the nth mobile in the mth cell and the 
base station of the home cell, which is given by [132]
X m ,n  =  +  +  2dm7’m,nCOS0 ,^„ (6.19)
where dm is the distance between the mth base station of surrounding cells and the 
home base station, rm,n represents the distance between the nth mobile and its base 
station in the mth cell, 0 < Tm,n < R, 0 < ^ < 27t. If a power control scheme ensuring 
equal received power at the base station is deployed, the interference caused by the nth 
mobile in the mth cell would be given by
=  (6 .20) \Xm,n J
where Sp is the power received at the base station in the case of the perfect power 
control and p is the path loss exponent. It is assumed that the mobiles are evenly
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distributed over the circle. The probability distribution function of a mobile in the 
circle will be given by
/(r, e) = f ^  °  ^« -d 0 < « < 2.
y 0 otherwise
The average other-cell interference from a mobiles in the mth cell will be given by
E[Iont] = J  j  Iont(r, 9)f{r,e)rdedr
f'27T rR  ^  ^ ^
=  /  V  - J=.  " ^ d r d e  (6.22)+ f'm,n +  2dmrm,nCOs9 J
Assuming the wave propagation with pass loss proportional to the 4th power of distance, 
the integration can be evaluated analytically (see, e.g.. Appendix 6.6), and is given by
^  [Xaut] — ^  ' S p ^  , (P \  4d^ — 6(P -t-1d In d 2 - l (6.23)
where d = ^ .  The relative other-cell interference factor (/ou t) is defined as the ratio 
of the average interference received from the other cells {E [lout]) and the interference 
generated by users in the home cell (Ih) [134]. Therefore, /out can be written as
ir — ^  [-^ out] _  ATu • E  [/out] /g
/out =  ^  (X „  -  1) .
Table 6.3 shows the relative other-cell interference factor (/out) as function of the path 
loss exponent (p) considering several numbers of cell tiers around the home cell. It 
is clear tha t for larger values of p, the influence of the other cell tiers decreases with 
increasing tier number. Therefore, Table 6.3 shows that the value of /out depends on 
the value of p and on the number of cell tiers. The values of the Table 6.3 is less 
than the values reported in [133] [134] that was obtained by simulation assuming log­
normal shadowing. The values of our simulation was found analytically for the situation 
without shadowing to simply evaluate the proposed signal enhancement scheme using 
the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods.
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Table 6.3: The Relative other-cell interference factor /out as function of the path loss law 
exponent p considering different numbers of tiers without the shadowing effect.
Relative other-cell interference factor
Number of tiers p =  2 p =  3 p =  4 p  =  5
1 0.2277 0.1521 0.1216 0.1105
2 0.2741 0.1638 0.1248 0.1114
3 0.2868 0.1670 0.1253 0.1115
4 0.2890 0.1683 0.1255 0.1115
5 0.2900 0.1689 0.1256 0.1115
A common assumption in the analysis of multicell DS-CDMA systems is to consider 
tha t users in other cells add an interference which is equivalent to /out • users 
communicating with the considered base station [135]. It is also commonly assumed 
tha t these /out • Ku users add an interference as the Ku interfering users communicating 
with the desired base station. The received signal corresponding to Ku in each of Nqc 
cells under the perfect power control and a single rate environment, for the reverse link 
of the home cell, is given by 
K u  L
X ( t )  =  X )  ( 9m,n)
n =l m =ls-----------------------------------------------'
home cell
Kji'Koc L+ X X (t)n =l m =l ( 6 .2 5 )
other cell
where N qc is the number of other cells. The post-correlation signal vector for the 1st 
multipath signal of the ith user’s pilot signal at the home cell is given by
1 rTb+ri,i
yi.i,P = {t -  ri,i) dt (6.26)
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Figure 6.11: The Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison between the 
conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and 
MLSE methods in a multicell, single rate, and frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel 
environments: PG=Processing Gain=64, AE=Number of antenna element=8, SNR=10dB, 
/o u t =  0.1216, Number of snapshots=8, m=Nakagami fading parameter.
home cell
Total Interference
where Moc(0 is the interference component by the other cells
n = l  m = l
1 fTb+n,rUf ■M  vn ,
6.4.1 Perform ance analysis
/ Sm,nCi^ p {t -  Ti,j) dtJT\ i
( 6 .2 7 )
( 6 .2 8 )
( 6 .2 9 )
The previous simulation environments have shown the performance of the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods in terms of a
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single cell environment. In this subsection, the performance of the proposed signal 
enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods is studied with the 
effect of other-cell interference under a multicell environment. Only the first tier of 
co-channel cells is taken into account with 4 path loss exponent. In this simulation, 
the other-cell interferers are assumed to be uniformly distributed within their cells and 
the relative other-cell interference factor (/out) is 0.1216 as shown in Table 6.3. The 
number of interferers in each other-cell is also assumed the same as the number of 
users in the home cell. Figure 6.11 and 6.12 show the bit error probability for different 
number of users per cell in the first tier environment. The proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods has a good performance compared to 
no signal enhancement method under a frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel 
environment. In Figure 6,11, the larger the Nakagami fading parameter, the better 
the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS4-TMA and 
MLSE methods. It is also shown through Figure 6.12 that increasing the number of 
antenna elements in the adaptive antenna array increases the system capacity.
Next, Figure 6.13 shows the bit error rate of high rate users and low rate users as a 
function of the number of users at both the multirate and the multicell environments. 
In the high rate case, the desired high rate user has a spreading code length of 32 and 
the interfering low rate user has a spreading code length of 128. In the low rate case, 
the desired low rate user has a spreading code length of 128 and the interfering high 
rate user has a spreading code length of 32. The same chip rate (3.84 Mchips/second) 
is used throughout. Figure 6.13 shows that the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSS+TMA and the MLSE methods has a good performance compared to 
no signal enhancement method. In the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSS+TMA and MLSE methods, it is clear tha t the performance of at lower data rate 
detection is better than tha t of at higher data rate detection. This is because high 
rate users cause significant interference to high rate users’ receivers due to the low
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Figure 6.12: The Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison between 
the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA 
and MLSE methods in a multicell, single rate, and frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel 
environments: PG=Processing Gain=64, AE=Number of antenna element, SNR=10dB, /out = 
0.1216, Number of snapshots=8, Nakagami fading parameter=2.0.
processing gain of high rate users.
6.5 Conclusion of Chapter 6
This chapter investigated the computational complexity and the performance of all 
proposed signal enhancement schemes in this thesis. The proposed signal enhancement 
scheme with the Real Symmetric Array Covariance Matrix (RSACM) with Toeplitz and 
Hankel structure (chapter 3) has the best computational complexity in all proposed 
signal enhancement schemes. It was confirmed through simulation results that the 
computational complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes is independent 
of the processing gain and the number of users. In the performance comparison, the
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Figure 6.13: The Bit Error Rate (BER) versus the number of users for comparison between 
the conventional method and the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA 
and MLSE methods in a multicell, multirate, and frequency-selective Nakagami fading channel 
environments: [High rate] Processing gain of desired high rate users=32. Processing gain of 
interfering low rate users=128, [Low rate] Processing gain of desired low rate users=128. Pro­
cessing gain of interfering high rate users=32; AE=Number of antenna element=8, SNR=10dB, 
/o u t =  0.1216, Number of snapshots=8, Nakagami fading parameter=2.0.
proposed signal enhancement scheme using Rotation of Signal Subspace and Toeplitz 
Matrix Approximation (RSS+TMA) methods (chapter 4) has a good performance in 
all proposed signal enhancement schemes.
The signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods was pro­
posed for a multirate and multicell DS-CDMA communication systems. The perfor­
mance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE 
methods is much better than that of no signal enhancement method irrespective of high 
or low rate user detection in a single cell condition. The relative other-cell interference 
factor was studied for a multicell condition. The performance of the proposed signal
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enhancement scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods is shown to be better 
than that of no signal enhancement method at the multicell environment,
6.6 A ppendix
Proof of Equation 6.23
The following integral is used in (6.22):
where
Thus
/  r  • JR(r) Jo ■ dr
%(r) = rJo
de
{d? + + 2drcos9Ÿ
i
TT q M2 _  ^2\2 V )
2d^ln
2 (d 2 -r2 )
d 2  \  i? 2  ( 4 ^ 4  _  6 ^ 2 ^ 2
r = R
r ~ 0
(P -P ?
When d =  this becomes
(6.30)
( 6 .3 1 )
( 6 .3 2 )
( 6 .3 3 )
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
7.1 List o f Contributions
This thesis examined the signal enhancement techniques for an adaptive antenna array 
in single rate and multirate environments under multipath conditions for DS-CDMA 
communication systems. It was also analysed all proposed signal enhancement schemes 
under a single cell or a multicell condition.
The contributions of this thesis may be summarized as follows.
First, the performance of widespread and efficient several adaptive antenna array algo­
rithms were compared. It was confirmed through several simulations tha t the Wiener 
MRC method has the best performance of the simulated adaptive antenna array algo­
rithms (Eigen filter method, MRC method, RLS method, and Stanford method).
Second, a signal enhancement scheme using a real symmetric array covariance ma­
trix (RSACM) was proposed. The proposed signal enhancement scheme using the 
RSACM method consists of unitary and persymmetric transformation methods. A 
unitary transformation method transforms a complex Hermitian persymmetric array 
covariance matrix into a real symmetric array covariance matrix. A real symmetric
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array covariance matrix has the Toeplitz-plus-Hanlcel structure, where the Toeplitz 
matrix is symmetric and the Hanlcel matrix is skew-centrosymmetric, just as is the 
case for almost total noiseless data sequence. There are two methods to transform the 
persymmetric matrix: Toeplitz matrix approximation method and a forward-backward 
averaging method. All simulation results showed tha t the performance of the proposed 
signal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method is better than that of a system 
using the conventional complex array covariance matrix of (3.16). In the proposed sig­
nal enhancement scheme using the RSACM method, section 3.3 and 3.5 showed that 
a forward-backward averaging method is very economical compared to Toeplitz matrix 
approximation method in computational complexity for the persymmetric transforma­
tion method.
Third, an efficient signal enhancement scheme using the rotation of signal subspace 
(RSS) and Toeplitz matrix approximation (TMA) methods for adaptive antenna arrays 
was also proposed. The key idea of the RSS method is to find a transformation matrix in 
order to recover the desired complex array covariance matrix from the sampled complex 
array covariance matrix tha t is contaminated by a total noise component, which is the 
interference-plus-noise. The TMA method also changes the output matrix of a the RSS 
method into a matrix having the theoretical properties of a total noise-free signal. The 
proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods improved the 
performance of a system by reducing the undesired total noise effects from the complex 
array covariance matrix of the pre-correlation received signal vector. The simulation 
results obtained show tha t the performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme 
using the RSS and TMA methods is much superior to that of the conventional method. 
The proposed signal enhancement scheme using the RSS and TMA methods has been 
shown to have better performance than the scheme using the RSS method alone in all 
simulation conditions of over three antenna elements.
Fourth, the modified linear signal estimator (MLSE) which appends the RANE and
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TMA methods to a linear signal estimator is proposed for an ejSicient signal enhance­
ment scheme so as to improve the performance of the adaptive antenna array. The 
main object of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method is 
to improve the performance of a system by reducing the undesired total noise effects 
from the post-correlation received signal. The MLSE method is performed which not 
only reduces the total noise component from the signal plus total noise subspace using 
RANE but also has the theoretical properties of a total noise-free signal using TMA. 
The performance of the proposed signal enhancement scheme using the MLSE method 
is shown to be superior to tha t of a system using the conventional method via several 
simulation parameters such as the processing gain, the number of antenna elements, 
and the SNR value.
Lastly, the computational complexity and the performance of all proposed signal en­
hancement schemes in this thesis were investigated. The proposed signal enhancement 
scheme with the Real Symmetric Array Covariance Matrix (RSACM) with Toeplitz 
and Hankel structure (chapter 3) has the best computational complexity in all pro­
posed signal enhancement schemes. It was also confirmed through all simulations that 
the computational complexity of all proposed signal enhancement schemes is indepen­
dent of the processing gain and the number of users. In the performance comparison, 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme using rotation of signal subspace and Toeplitz 
matrix approximation (RSS+TMA) methods (chapter 4) has a good performance com­
pared to all proposed signal enhancement schemes.
The signal enhancement scheme using the RSS-fTMA and MLSE methods was pro­
posed for a multi-rate and multicell CDMA communication systems. The relative 
other-cell interference factor was studied to analyze the effect of other-cell interference 
under a multicell environment. The performance of the proposed signal enhancement 
scheme using the RSS+TMA and MLSE methods is much better than tha t of no sig­
nal enhancement method irrespective of the user detection rate under a single cell or
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multicell conditions.
7.2 Further Work
Although this thesis has answered several questions related to the application of adap­
tive antenna arrays in DS-CDMA systems, several questions remain open including:
• Adaptive antenna arrays are useful because they can be used to overcome and 
mitigate performance impairments due to MAI and co-channel interference. How­
ever, such adaptive antenna arrays cannot eliminate the interference received at 
an angle that is the same as or close to the desired user. Thus, in further work, 
the use of multiuser detection techniques is considered to improve the detection 
of DS-CDMA signals. In recent years, multiuser detection and in particular in­
terference cancellation has been the subject of extensive research and various 
schemes have been proposed. The basic idea behind interference cancellation is 
to estimate the multiple access and co-channel interference and then subtract the 
estimated interference. The successive interference cancellation (SIC) approach
[136] cancels the estimated interference on a user-by-user basis while the parallel 
interference cancellation (PIC) approach [137] cancels the interference of all users 
simultaneously. The PIC receiver achieves significant performance improvement 
with moderate complexity and delay [138] [139] [140]. Our main objective is to 
study the integration of multiuser detection with an adaptive antenna array using 
the proposed signal enhancement scheme.
• An adaptive antenna array algorithm with the proposed signal enhancement 
schemes under multirate environment in Chapter 6 can be combined with mul­
tiuser detection. Multiuser detectors for multirate DS-CDMA system have been 
proposed [125] [141] [142]. Therefore, the effect of the signal enhancement scheme
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for multiuser detection in the multirate DS-CDMA system using the multiple pro­
cessing gain (MPG) scheme will be analysed.
• Modeling of the other-cell Interference in Chapter 6 is obtained with a path loss 
exponent of 0 — 4 alone. This is not in reality. Modeling of the other-cell 
Interference for analysing the proposed signal enhancement scheme is considered 
including several other factors such as the effect of shadowing, voice activity, and 
effects of power control.
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